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This project started with a simple question, “How many food companies are there in Minnesota?”  Given 
Minnesota’s history of flour milling, dairy, meat slaughtering, grain shipping, and their extensions into 
food processing and retailing, most people would say “a lot,” at least 400?  Surely it is enough to give us 
bragging rights for being the heart of the food industry in the U.S. Three of the top five Fortune 500 
Companies in Minnesota are food companies (SUPERVALU, CHS and Target).
i Seven of the 19 Fortune 
500 Companies (37%) in Minnesota are food companies including Cargill.
ii
 
At The Food Industry Center, we decided to look at the data and count the number of food companies in 
Minnesota. What did we learn?  
 This is a higher percentage 
than any other state except for Arkansas, which has only five Fortune 500 companies and two (40%) are 
food companies (Wal-Mart and Tyson). 
•  We learned that this simple question has no simple or permanent answer.  
•  We learned that counting companies is different from counting establishments. 
•  We learned that one cannot rely on databases alone since some well known companies do not 
appear in databases that count only publicly traded companies. 
•  The final estimated count is 2,357 food companies in the state of Minnesota using 2008-2009 
data from Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. 
•  We do not include the more than 81,000 Minnesota farms, but counted almost any post farm 
gate handler/seller of food like grain elevators, brokers, and warehouses who have food as a 
primary component of their business. 
 
The count, however, depends on how you classify food companies and how much local knowledge you 
have. This report explains who they are, how they were counted and what they contribute to the state 
of Minnesota in terms of sales revenue and employment. It does not compare numbers to other states 
or to the US. 
 
 
1.2 How did we Count Food Companies?  
 
It is important to understand WHAT has been counted for this report. First, we established a database 
for food companies in Minnesota, identifying all food related industrial and business units located in 
Minnesota.  To do so, we used the U.S. North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) codes 
established by the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/) to filter ‘food only’ 
records from the Million Dollar Database on the Internet (MDDI) from Dun and Bradstreet, Inc 
(http://www.dnbmdd.com/mddi/). The final extracted records in our database are either food or 
beverage manufacturers, processors, wholesalers, retailers (including convenience stores) or food 
service operations. Details of the selection criteria are located in this report’s appendix. 
 
A record in MDDI can represent an ‘establishment’ or an ‘enterprise/company’.  Although MDDI tries to 
link all establishments to their parent companies, the linkages are very often broken or not available, 
making it impossible to aggregate all establishments under one parent company.  For our purposes, we 
treated all records in the MDDI, located in Minnesota, for which Annual Sales were reported equal to 
Corporate Sales, as an “ultimate company” of Minnesota.  For example, International Dairy Queen 
Inc. which is headquartered in MN ultimately belongs to Berkshire Hathaway Inc. in Omaha, 
and is therefore not counted as a MN company.  All ultimate companies of Minnesota are also 2 
 
either headquartered in the state or have a single location (such as Minnesota Soybean Processors).  
Unless otherwise mentioned, the counts here are companies (such as Cargill, Inc. and not subsidiaries 
under it (such as Cargill Animal Nutrition). Likewise, a company such as SUPERVALU Inc. is counted 
as one company; all the individual stores like the Cub Stores are not in this count. At times, we 
relied on local knowledge or corporate reports to complete the data.  
 
There are other sources of information that cite different numbers than what is concluded in this report. 
For example, the web site, Food Companies in Minnesota, reports there are 1,289 food companies in 
Minnesota. In our opinion this is not a complete list and it includes several establishments as well 
companies. However, it does serve as another source of information.
iii  Another source if information 
about the number of companies, wages and employees, and establishments in Minnesota can be found 





1.3 Overview of Food Companies in Minnesota 
 
Table 1 shows the total number of Minnesota food companies organized by annual sales category along 
with their headquarter status, total annual sales dollars and employment in Minnesota for six sales (size 
of company) categories.  Figures in parenthesis indicate percentage contribution of companies in each 
category to Total Annual Sales and Employment in Minnesota.  
 
First observe that 112 or 5 percent of the companies listed have headquarters in the state. Eighty three 
percent of the annual sales and 28 percent of the employees belong to the top five companies (0.2% of 
the companies), whose sales are more than $10 Billion annually. The total sales generated by all 
Minnesota food companies are more than the gross state product in Minnesota ($262.9 B in 2008).
v
 
The largest 18 companies, with more than $500 million in annual sales, make up only 1 % of the 
Minnesota food companies but employ 66,605 people, almost 41 percent of all the employment in this 
sector and generate almost 95% of all food sales. There are 1,238 companies in the $1 to $100 million 
annual sales range, comprising 52 percent of Minnesota food companies. Collectively they employ 56, 
276 people or about 35% of all the people employed in this Minnesota industry.  
  
This is partly because company sales for Minnesota based food companies are generated in other states 
and nations.  The employment in Minnesota represents about 5 percent of the total number of 




















Number of  
Companies 
(Percent of  






Total Annual Sales in 
Billion $ (Percent of 
Total Annual Net 
Sales) 
Number of  
Employees 
in MN 
(Percent of  
Employees 
in MN Food Co.) 
$10 Billion+  5(0.2)  5  273.7(83.2)  45,795(28) 
$1 to $10 Bil.  8(0.3)  8  37.6(11.4)  12,477(7.7) 
$500 Mil to $1 Bil.  5(0.2)  4  3.3(1)  8,333(5.1) 
$100 to $500 Mil.  40(1.7)  33  8.9(2.7)  11,797(7.3) 
$1 to $100 Mil.  1238(52.5)  51  5.6(1.7)  56,276(34.7) 
Less than 1 Mil.  1061(45)  11  0.7(0.2)  29,597(17) 










1.4  Who are the Top 18 Minnesota Food Companies? 
 
Table 2 shows the names, annual sales, and number of employees of these companies. Those printed in 
italics were not listed in the Dun and Bradstreet Database, but are identified through local knowledge, 




Table 2: Top 18 Food Companies Headquartered in Minnesota by Sales in 2008-09* 
 







10 BILLION+         
  Cargill, Inc
1  $120.44  160,108  5,571
2 
  CHS, Inc  $32.17  8,099  1,281 
  General Mills  $13.65  29,500  5,596
2 
  SUPERVALU, Inc  $44.05  192,000  11,222 
  Target Corp  $63.37  366,000  22,125 
  TOTAL  $273.68  736,409  45,795 
1 TO 10 BILLION         
  American Crystal Sugar Co  $1.23  1,400  1,171 
 
C H Robinson Worldwide, 
Inc 
$7.31  7,332  591 
  Hormel Foods Corp  $6.75  18,500  1,574 
  Land O' Lakes
1  $8.92  8,528
2  1,852
2 
  Nash-Finch Co  $4.53  7,475  1,742
2 
  PepsiAmericas, Inc  $4.48  20,700  25 
  Rosen's Diversified, Inc  $2.35  8,000  100 
  Schwan Food Co
1  $2.04  22,000  5,422 
  TOTAL  $37.61  94,707  12,477 
500 MILLION TO  
1 BILLION   
     
  Coborn's, Inc  $0.97  6,000  2,985 
  Holiday Co's  $0.60  4,500  2,162 




$0.50  90  90 
  LUNDS 
3  $0.67  6,209  2,996 
  TOTAL  $3.29  18,199  8,333 
*Data extracted in June 2008, however when possible, the annual net sales figures are updated for 2009 
1.  Global ultimate company profile not listed in the Dun & Bradstreet data, or if listed had missing figures for 
sales. 
2.  Data provided by The Food Industry Center’s contacts within the respective organizations. 
3.  Combines Lunds, Inc and Lunds Food Holdings 
 
The top five Minnesota Food Companies are Fortune 500 companies except Cargill, which is not included 




1.5 Industry Segments: Food Companies by Position in Supply Chain 
 
The supply chain segments for this report are based on the company’s primary business activity (see 
Table 3). In the case of companies that did not have a global ultimate profile in the Dun & Bradstreet 
database, the classification is based on our understanding of their primary business.   
 
Dividing the top 18 companies by segment of the food industry supply chain, finds 6 in the 
wholesale/retail sector (SUPERVALU, Target, Nash Finch, Coborn’s, Holiday Co., and Lund’s).  Eleven of 
the top 18 food companies are in the food processing/manufacturing sector and one is a logistics 
company. The segment of the food supply chain that these companies operate in is difficult to classify 
because they tend to operate in multiple segments across the supply chain. For example, SUPERVALU 
and Nash Finch are both wholesalers and retailers and Schwans and Coburn’s are food manufacturers, 
distributors, and retailers.  CHS and Holiday Co. operate in both food and energy sectors.  Three global 
companies headquartered in Minnesota operate in a number of segments around the world, notably, 
Cargill, General Mills, and Hormel.  
 
Table 3 illustrates the number of companies that are classified food processors/manufacturers (192), 
wholesalers/distributors (310), retailer food companies (grocery) (496), and foodservice establishments 
(1,427). More than half of all the food companies are in the foodservice segment.  
 
 
Table 3: Food Companies in Minnesota by Segment of the Supply Chain in 2008-09 
 
Annual Revenue  
Category 








Retail Food  
Companies                  





$10 Billion+  3     2       
$1 to $10 Bil.  6     1    1 
$500 Mil to $1 Bil.  2     3      
$100 to $500 Mil.  12  18  4  5  1 
$1 to $100 Mil.  110  243  418  459  8 
Less than $1 Mil.  23  17  65  955  1 
Totals  156  279  493  1419  10 
% in each sector  6.62  11.84  20.92  60.20  0.42 
* Includes food companies whose primary activity (most revenue generator) does not fall in the  



















Table 4 examines the types of foods or food services in each segment of the supply chain. They are 
listed with the percent of the total companies in each segment. For example, dairy companies make up 
14% of the Minnesota food processors/manufacturers. Frozen food manufacturing and miscellaneous 
food manufacturing (cereal, snack, confectionary, spice etc.) make up 42% of the 
processor/manufacturer companies.  General line grocery (36%) is the most prevalent business type 
among the wholesaler/distributor companies, with supermarkets (52%) representing more than half of 
the retail companies. The top eighteen companies are EXCLUDED from Table 4 because they operate in 
multiple channels of the supply chain. 
 
 



















Bakeries  8.7  Alcoholic 
Beverage 
16.8  Beer, Wine & 
Liquor Stores 
19.0  Full Service Restaurant   48.8 
Beverage  7.7  Confectionary  6.5  Convenience 
Store  
15.9  Lmtd. Service 
Restaurant  
37.8 
Dairy  14.0  Dairy  7.4  Specialty Markets 
and Stores 
8.8  Drinking Places  9.5 
Misc. Food 
Manufacturing 
21.3  Meat, Poultry, 
Fish and 
Seafood 







17.9  Fruits and 
Vegetables 
9.7         




9.2  Grains and 
Field Beans 
5.2         
    Others 
(Livestock 
Merchants) 
3.2         
               
1 Excluding the top 18 companies  
 
 
Table 5 and Table 6 report the sales revenue and the employment by the segments of the supply chain. 
Food processors/manufacturers generate more than half the sales revenue while over sixty percent of 





















$10 Billion +  $166.26     $107.42       
$1 to $10 Bil.  $25.77  $4.53        $7.31 
$500 Mil to $1 Bil.  $1.05     $2.24       
$100 to $500 Mil.  $2.88  $3.87  $1.07  $0.93  $0.14 
$1 to $100 Mil.  $1.29   $1.81   $1.44   $1.00   $0.03  
Less than $1 Mil.  $0.02   $0.02   $0.06   $0.63   $0.00  
Totals  $197.27   $10.23   $112.23   $2.57   $7.48  
% in each sector  59.82  3.10  34.03  0.78  2.27 8 
 

















$10 Billion+  12,448     33,347       
$1 to $10 Bil.  10,144  1,742        591 
$500 Mil to $1 Bil.  190     8,143       
$100 to $500 Mil.  1,643  3,007  439  6,208  500 
$1 to $100 Mil.  6,759  6,191  14,615  28,502  209 
Less than $1 Mil.  381  153  960  26,095  8 
Totals  31,565  11,093  57,504  60,805  1,308 











Table 7 summarizes and compares the food companies in Minnesota by supply chain segment and 
number, employment, and sales 
 
 

















Number of  
Companies 
         
156  279  493  1419  10 
% in each sector  6.62  11.84  20.92  60.20  0.42 
Total 
Employment  31,565  11,093  57,504  60,805  1,308 
% in each sector  19.45  6.84  35.44  37.47  0.81 
Total Annual 
Sales $Bil.  $197.27   $10.23   $112.23   $2.57   $7.48  
% in each sector  59.82  3.10  34.03  0.78  2.27 
































How Does The Food Industry Center Interact with these and Other Food Companies?  
 
The Food Industry Center established an industry advisory board in 1995 chaired by Michael Wright, 
then CEO of SUPERVALU. It was populated by other CEO’s and Vice Presidents of food companies from 
Texas to Michigan with many Minnesota companies represented. This board, and others in their 
companies, met with faculty from two colleges at the University of Minnesota to advise us about salient 
research topics, educate us about the emerging changes in the industry, and provide us tours of stores, 
warehouses, and processing plants.   
 
In 2005, this advisory board evolved into the Center’s Board of Executives, an executive level board 
comprised of leaders from The Food Industry Center’s Sponsoring Member companies. The board 
stepped up to replace the Center’s initial funding from the Sloan Foundation and meets annually to help 
set strategic direction and secure financial sponsorship. Senior managers from the Center’s sponsoring 
companies make up a second board – the Program Leadership Board – which meets twice a year to 
review research and educational projects and provide ongoing advice about industry needs. The 
Program Leadership Board keeps the Center’s faculty and research fellows informed on the latest 
industry trends and engage students as interns and eventually employees. Providing students with 
career paths in the food industry is part of The Food Industry Center’s mission and the industry boards 





The data for this report was extracted from Dun and Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Database in June 2008.  
The online database is licensed from Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. (“D&B”) to public and academic libraries for 
use by their patrons. Research for this report was conducted via the University of Minnesota Libraries 
subscription (http://www.lib.umn.edu/cgi-bin/mdd.cgi). 
 
The Million Dollar Database on the Internet (MDDI) from Dun and Bradstreet lists over 1.6 million 
operations in the US.  It includes private and public companies with either sales of one million dollars, 
20+ employees, or those branch locations with 50+ employees. Entries include contact information, 
executives, sales, employees, industry codes, and business descriptions. Each firm is assigned a Dun’s 
number to create links for parent companies and their branches. Search features allow finding 
companies for viewing, sorting, printing and downloading based on criteria like SIC, total employees, 
legal status, annual U.S. sales, etc.  
 
 
Minnesota Food Companies Database (MFCD): Inclusion Criteria for Records 
 
The “Minnesota Food Companies Database” (MFCD), created as part of this project, is comprised of 
records from the Million Dollar Database that were selected by the following criteria: 
(1)  The physical location of the operation was specified as Minnesota, USA  
(2)  The primary North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code associated with the 
operation indicated activities involving food suitable for human consumption, either as a 
manufacturer, processor, trader, or as food service operator.  Table 1A lists the Primary NAICS 
activities associated with the records in the MFED.   11 
 
(3)  Annual Sales was equal to Corporate Sales, and parent company explicitly not indicated to be 
outside Minnesota 
 
The records in the MDDI include establishments, often with no way of identifying whether the record 
reflects a company or a part of a company.  The researchers employed their local knowledge in 
narrowing down on the food companies.  These include only those foodservice outlets like a McDonald’s 
or a Taco Bell which was listed as having an owner (franchisee) separate from the corporate companies 
of these chains e.g., an individual Dairy Queen is a part of the MFCD, but International Dairy Queen, Inc.  
is not.   Subsidiaries of bigger parent corporations in Minnesota were also not included if the subsidiaries 
could be linked to the parent companies based on the information available in the MDDI or the 
knowledge the researchers had.  Based on the above criteria, a total of 2,357 records were identified 
from the Million Dollar Database as food operations in the Minnesota.  
 
 
More on NAICS 
 
The NAICS (pronounced Nakes) was developed as the standard for use by Federal statistical agencies in 
classifying business establishments for the collection, analysis, and publication of statistical data related 
to the business economy of the U.S. NAICS was developed under the auspices of the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB), and adopted in 1997 to replace the old Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) system. It was also developed in cooperation with the statistical agencies of Canada 
and Mexico to establish a 3-country standard that allows for a high level of comparability in business 
statistics among the three countries. The U.S. Census Bureau assigns one NAICS code to each 
establishment based on its primary activity (the activity that generates the most revenue for the 
establishment) to collect, tabulate, analyze, and disseminate statistical data describing the economy of 
the United States.  
 
The records in the MDDI are listed as one of the following: (1) Headquarter – a location that has other 
locations (branches, single locations, or other headquarter locations) reporting to it; (2) Branch – a 
secondary location of a company that has no locations reporting to it; or (3)Single Location – either a 
subsidiary that has no locations reporting to it or a company with only one location.  A subsidiary is a 
corporation that is controlled by another corporation through ownership of greater than 50% of its 
voting stock and may have a different name than the controlling corporation. Subsidiaries that were 
listed as a single location in the MDDI and for which the Annual Sales were reported to be the same as 




Primary NAICS Activities of Operations in the MFCD 
 
Most companies have more than one kind of activity associated with it.  In this report, however, 
inclusion criterion for the records in the MFCD was based solely on the primary activity (as denoted by 
the primary NAICS code) reported by the operation.  
 
No operations within Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting (NAICS double digit code 11), were 
included in the MFCD. Within the NAICS Manufacturing category (code 31), all types of food and 
beverage (alcoholic and non alcoholic) manufacturing operations were included in the database.  
Grocery stores, supermarkets, warehouse clubs, specialty food stores (meat, fish, and vegetable 12 
 
markets), baked and confectionary goods stores, liquor stores, convenience stores, and vending 
machine operators were included in retail trade (NAICS code 44-45). Similarly, all grocery and beverage 
related wholesale operations were included in wholesale trade (NAICS code 44). Refrigerated 
warehousing and farm products storage operations were included under warehousing (NAICS code 49), 
but there is the possibility these operations could house more than food products.  Finally, all food 
service operations including full and limited service restaurants, bars and pubs, and contractors and 
caterers were included under accommodation and food service (NAICS code 72).  
 
 
Table 1A: NAICS Codes for Food Establishments in the Minnesota Food Establishments   
                  Database  
 
NAICS CODE  TITLES  NAICS CODE  TITLES 
11    AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, 
FISHING & HUNTING 
31    MANUFACTURING 
  1111  Oilseed & Grain Farming    3112  Grain & Oilseed Milling 
  1112  Vegetable & Melon Farming    3113  Sugar & Confectionery Product 
Manufacturing 
  1113  Fruit & Tree Nut Farming    3114  Fruit & Vegetable Preserving & Specialty 
Food Manufacturing 
  11141  Food Crops Grown Under 
Cover 
  3115  Dairy Product Manufacturing 
  11193  Sugarcane Farming    3116  Meat Product Manufacturing 
  11199  All Other Crop Framing    3117  Seafood Product Preparation & Packaging 
  1121  Cattle Ranching & Farming    3118  Bakeries & Tortilla Manufacturing 
  1122  Hog & Pig Farming    3119  Other Food Manufacturing 
  1123  Poultry & Egg Production    3121  Beverage Manufacturing 
  1124  Sheep & Goat Farming  44    RETAIL TRADE 
  1125  Animal Aquaculture    4451  Grocery Stores  
  1141  Fishing    4452  Specialty Food Stores 
42    WHOLESALE TRADE    4453  Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores 
  4244  Grocery & Related Product 
Merchant Wholesalers 
  44711  Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores 
  4248  Beer, Wine & Distilled 
Alcoholic Beverage Merchant 
Wholesalers 
72    ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES 
49    WAREHOUSING    7221  Full Service Restaurants 
  4931  Warehousing & Storage 
Facilities 
  7222  Limited Service Restaurants, Cafeterias, 
Snack and Non-Alcoholic Beverage Bars 
        7223  Food Service Contractors, Caterers, Mobile 
Food Services 
        7224  Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)  
 
Not Included 13 
 
MINNESOTA FOOD COMPANY LIST 
 
1  11th Street Restaurant Inc 
2  128 Cafe Inc 
3  13 Moons Inc 
4  1st Line Beverage Inc 
5  1st Wok Lakeside Inc 
6  2795 Corp 
7  3R North Inc 
8  50th Street Malt Shop Inc 
9  8th Street Garage Inc 
10  A & Dub's 
11  A & L Potato Co 
12  A & W Glenwood Inc 
13  A & W Pine Island 
14  A & W Restaurant 
15  A A P Inc 
16  A A Schafer Inc 
17  Abdallah Inc 
18  ABN Inc 
19  Ace Bar & Cafe 
20  Ace's Place Inc 
21  Acoustic Cafe Inc 
22  Across The Street Liquors Inc 
23  Ada Produce Co Inc 
24  Adam Deshaw 
25  African Foods Processing Inc 
26  Afton St Croix Co 
27  AG Resources of Mankato Inc 
28  Ajb Outdoor Inc 
29  Al & Lauras Foods 
30  Al Baker Co 
31  Al Di Sal Inc 
32  Al Vento Inc 
33  Alakef Coffee Roasters Inc 
34  Alberts Brothers 
35  Alejandro Garcia 
36  Alexandria Country Kitchen 
37  Alexandria Enterprises Inc 
38  Alexandria Peterson Co Inc 
39  Alkire Inc 
40  All England Enterprises Ltd 
41  All-American Co-Op 
42  Alltemp Distribution Co 
43  Alpine Foods Inc 
44  Amber Win LLC 
45  Amboy Cottage Cafe 
46  Ambroca Inc 
47  Amby's Supermarket Inc 
48  American Cereal Corp 
49  American Crystal Sugar Co 
50  American Fish & Seafood Inc 
51  American Importing Co Inc 
52  American Legion 
53  American Logistics Services 
54  American Pie Pizza 
55  Amhieser Busch Inc 
56  Ampa Inc 
57  Anco Inc 
58  Ande' Licious Foods Inc 
59  Anderson Beverages Inc 
60  Anderson Custom Processing Inc 
61  Andy's Garage 
62  Andys Liquor 
63  Andy's Liquor Inc 
64  Andy's Market 
65  Andy's Road House Bar & Grill 
66  Andy's Tap 
67  Angelo's Pizza Inc 
68  Angeno's Pizza 
69  Angeno's Pizza & Pasta of 
70  Angie Kubek 
71  Annandale Foods LLC 
72  Annies Restaurant 
73  AP Marketing Inc 
74  A-Pine Express Food N Fuel 
75  Apollo Liquors Inc 
76  Appert's Frozen Foods Inc 
77  Appert's Inc 
78  April Lutz 
79  Arlington Grill 
80  Armstrong Subway 
81  Arnold's Inc 
82  Around The Block Inc 2 
 
83  Arrowstar Hospitality Partners 
84  Art Berens & Sons Inc 
85  Artic Cold Storage Inc 
86  Asian Food Stores Inc 
87  Asian Restaurants Inc 
88  Asplund Coffee Inc 
89  Associated Milk Producers Inc 
90  At Last Gourmet Foods Inc 
91  Athmann's Inn 
92  Atrium Inc 
93  Atta Fast Foods Inc 
94  Aubon Pain Inc 
95  Augie's Inc 
96  August Schell Brewing Co 
97  Austin Packaging Co 
98  Autumn Enterprises Inc 
99  Aw Restaurants 01402 
100  Axel's Steakhouse 
101  Aztlan Foods Inc 
102  B & A Inc 
103  B & L Inc 
104  B B & D Inc 
105  B W Operations Inc 
106  B W-3 
107  B&A Restaurant Corp 
108  Backus Corner Store 
109  Baer Brothers Inc 
110  Bagley Foods Inc 
111  Baja Tortilla Grill 
112  Baker Sales Co 
113  Baldinger Baking Co LP 
114  Baldwin & Mattson Inc 
115  Bar Harbor Enterprises Inc 
116  Barbara Jean's Embers America 
117  Barbra Jean Embers 
118  Barney's Family Restaurant 
119  Barrel Wine & Spirit 
120  Barry Sherwood 
121  Bartoletti Beverage Co 
122  Bartums Inc 
123  Basilleo's Pizza 
124  Basils Restaurant 
125  Bauer's Food Market Inc 
126  Bauer's Market & Nursery Inc 
127  Bayport Club Inc 
128  Baz Inc 
129  Bbs Pizzaria 
130  Bd Pizza Inc 
131  Beach Blanket Bingo Inc 
132  Bear Creek Tavern 
133  Bellanotte Hospitality LLC 
134  Bellisio Foods Inc 
135  Bello Cucina LLC 
136  Belo's Enterprises Inc 
137  Bemidji Enterprises Inc 
138  Bemidji Steak Inc 
139  Bendorf Enterprise Inc 
140  Benjamin Olsen 
141  Bennigan's Grill & Tavern 5814 
142  Bensons 1896 Eating & Drinking 
143  Bentley's Grill & Pub 
144  Berg Land Markets Inc 
145  Bergie's Pizza & Subs 
146  Bergin Fruit & Nut Co Inc 
147  Bernatello's Pizza Inc 
148  Bernick's Pepsi Cola of 
149  Berry Coffee Co 
150  Best Northland Inn-Jalaram LLC 
151  Best Western Soldier Field 
152  Beth Laneve 
153  Betty Jo Byoloskis 
154  Betty's Pies LLC 
155  Beverage Wholesalers 
156  Beverage Wholesalers Inc 
157  Bgd Co's 
158  Biaggio Inc 
159  Biaggis Ristorante Italiano 
160  Biff's Billiards Sports Bar 
161  Big Bell Ice Cream Inc 
162  Big Dog Restaurants Inc 
163  Big Foot C Store LLC 
164  Big North Distributing Co Inc 
165  Big Store IGA Inc 
166  Big Vinny's Subs 
167  Bilcin Inc 
168  Bill Grassl 3 
 
169  Bill Raadt 
170  Billiard Street Cafe 
171  Bills Foods Inc 
172  Bill's Imported Foods 
173  Bill's Superette 4 
174  Billy's On Grand Inc 
175  Bilotti's Inc 
176  Bioenergy Inc 
177  Birch Creek Dairy Inc 
178  Birchwood Cafe Inc 
179  Bird Whisteling 
180  Biscay Liquor Store 
181  Bistros & More Inc 
182  Bix Produce Co LLC 
183  Bjv Inc 
184  Bksv Inc 
185  Black Bear Lodge & Saloon 
186  Black Bear Lodge & Saloon Inc 
187  Black Dawg Bar & Grille 
188  Blackey's Bakery Inc 
189  Blackwood Family Grill & Bar 
190  Blackwood's of Proctor Inc 
191  Blackwoods On The Lake Inc 
192  Blaine Jubilee 
193  Blondies Sports Grill & Bar 
194  Bloomington Hooters Inc 
195  Bltt Inc 
196  Blue Fox Inc 
197  Blue Heron Supper Club Inc 
198  Blue Note of Winsted Inc 
199  Blue Plate Resturant Co 
200  Blue Skies Marketing Inc 
201  Blue Water Restaurant & Sports 
202  Blues Saloon Inc 
203  Bluff Country Co-Op 
204  Blvd Restaurant Inc 
205  Bo Diddley's Deli 
206  Boardwalk Inc 
207  Bob Rasmussen & Associates Inc 
208  Bob's Country Market 
209  Bob's Super Valu Inc 
210  Bohnhoff Enterprises Inc 
211  Bombay Dairy Co 
212  Bombay Elevator Inc 
213  Bonfire Wood Fire Cooking 
214  Bongards' Creameries 
215  Boomer's Lounge LLC 
216  Boondocks Cafe 
217  Border States Management Inc 
218  Borg Co Inc 
219  Boston Subway Catering 
220  Boston's Restaurant & Sports 
221  Brad Freidricchs 
222  Bradley Distributing Co 
223  Brad's Home Plate 
224  Braschler's Bakery Inc 
225  Braun Farm Inc 
226  Breckettle Inc 
227  Brennaville Inc 
228  Brents Food Pride 
229  Brian Mangine 
230  Bridgeman's Store Inc 
231  Brinda Co's Inc 
232  Brings Co Inc 
233  Brit's Ltd 
234  Broadway Pizza 
235  Broadway Pizza 
236  Broadway Pizza In Woodbury 
237  Broadway Pizza St Anthony Inc 
238  Broders' Southside Pasta Bar 
239  Bronks Bar & Grill 
240  Bronx Bar & Grill 
241  Brook Pelican Enterprises Inc 
242  Brooklyn Center Restaurant Inc 
243  Brooklyn Center Service Inc 
244  Brothers Bar & Grill 
245  Brothers of Minneapolis Inc 
246  Brown's Ice Cream Co 
247  Bruce & Carol Noyes 
248  Bruce Chesin 
249  Bruces Food Pride Inc 
250  Bruce's Foods Inc 
251  Bruegger's Bagel Bakery 
252  Bruegger's Bagels 
253  Bruegger's Bagels 
254  Bruegger's Bagels 4 
 
255  Bruggeman Super Value Inc 
256  Bruns Inc 
257  Bryan Larson 
258  Bryn Mawr Market 
259  Bub's Brewing Co Inc 
260  Bucher's Inc 
261  Buck's Pizza 
262  Buddy Buck Inc 
263  Buddy's Kitchen Inc 
264  Buffalo Junction 
265  Buffalo Wild Wings Inc 
266  Buffalo's Bar & Grill 
267  Bug A Boo Bay 
268  Bull Run Roasting Co LLC 
269  Bulldog Restaurant Inc 
270  Bumps Family Restaurant Inc 
271  Bungalow Supper Club Emily 
272  Bunker Hills Corp 
273  Bunkie's Bar & Grill 
274  Burger King Alexandria At 
275  Burnsville Dairy Queen Inc 
276  Butterfield Foods Co 
277  Buysse Enterprises of Glenwood 
278  Bvb Entertainment Inc 
279  Bww Sales Inc 
280  Bymore Inc 
281  Bymore Inc 
282  Byron Food Center Inc 
283  C & B Inc 
284  C G H & D Inc 
285  C H Robinson Worldwide Inc2 
286  C J Foods Inc 
287  C K of Blue Earth Inc 
288  C K of Brainerd Inc 
289  C K of Cannon Falls Inc 
290  C K of New Hope Inc 
291  C K of St Peter Inc 
292  C K of Thief River Falls Inc 
293  C K Proctor Inc 
294  Cabin Fever Saloon & Eatery 
295  Caboose Enterprises Inc 
296  Cafe Barbette 
297  Cafe Brenda Inc 
298  Cafe Dinapoli Inc 
299  Cafe Lurcat 
300  Cafe Sati Woodbury 
301  Cahill Inc 
302  Camden Liquors 
303  Campiello Restaurant 
304  Campus Partners Inc 
305  Candy Lane LLC 
306  Cannon Super Valu Inc 
307  Canyon Grille 
308  Capa Foods 
309  Capital Beverage Sales Ltd 
310  Capitol Beverage Sales LP 
311  Capitol City Co-Op 
312  Captain Crooks On Sale 
313  Captain Ken's Firehouse Beans 
314  Carbones Pizza 4 
315  Carbone's Pizzeria 
316  Cargill Inc1 
317  Carito's Cantina & Mexican 
318  Carlos Creek Winery Inc 
319  Carlos O'Kellys Mexican Cafe 
320  Carl's Market Inc 
321  Carmens Catering Inc 
322  Carol Malbauch 
323  Carol's Calico Kitchen 
324  Carrousel Restaurant 
325  Carr's Lake Country Super Mkt 
326  Caseys Homemade Pizza To Go 
327  Casper's Cherokee Sirloin Room 
328  Castaway's Resort 
329  Castle Kitchens Corp 
330  Castle Rock Supper Club 
331  Catallia Mexican Foods LLC 
332  Cattails Bar & Grill 
333  CB & L Inc 
334  Cecil's Delicatessen & Rest 
335  Cedar Hills Ribs Inc 
336  Cellars Inc 
337  Cellars Wines & Spirits Inc 
338  Cenex 
339  Cenex Convenience Store 
340  Center Jobbing Co Inc 5 
 
341  Central Minnesota Restaurants 
342  Ces Inc 
343  Chalet Liquors Inc 
344  Chalet Lounge 
345  Chalet Lounge of Hermantown 
346  Champps 
347  Chandlertopic Co Inc 
348  Channel Inn 
349  Chanticlear Pizza 
350  Chanticlear Pizza Inc 
351  Charles & Eleanor Grell 
352  Charles Ray Inc 
353  Charles Thompson 
354  Charlie Rae Inc 
355  Charlie's Cafe 
356  Charlies Papa 
357  Chas A Bernick Inc 
358  Chaska Co's Inc 
359  Chatterbox Cafe 
360  Chatterbox Enterprises 
361  Chatterbox Pub 
362  Chef Craig Cafe & Katering 
363  Chemi Nutra LLC 
364  Cherilyn's Shoppe Inc 
365  Chester Creek Cafe 
366  Chets Lakeside Inn Inc 
367  Chevys 
368  Chez Inc 
369  Chianti Grill 
370  Chicago-Lake Liquor Store Inc 
371  Chickadee Cottage Tearoom 
372  Chico's Place LLC 
373  Chin Leeann Chinese Cuisine 
374  Chin Leeann Cuisine Woodbury 
375  Chip Steak & Provision Co 
376  Chippewa Valley Agrafuels 
377  Chisago Lakes Distributing Co 
378  Choate Co 
379  Chocolate Moose Restaurant Co 
380  Choo Choo Restaurant & Bar Inc 
381  Chris Smothers 
382  Christos Inc 
383  Christos Two LLC 
384  CHS Cooperatives 
385  CHS Inc 
386  Chuck Klinefelters 
387  Chuck Mosey Business Inc 
388  Chula Vista Mexican Restaurant 
389  Chula Vista of Minneapolis Inc 
390  Cis LLC 
391  Cities Food Catering Co 
392  Citrus Systems Inc 
393  City Limits Lanes & Nightclub 
394  Civitali Restuarant Corp 
395  Classic Provisions Inc 
396  Classic Restaurants & Saloons 
397  Clemons Enterprises Inc 
398  Cleveland Conoco 
399  Cliff Corp 
400  Clover Super Foods Inc 
401  Cmcc Inc 
402  Cmz Inc 
403  Coachlight Inn Inc 
404  Coborn's Inc 
405  Coca Cola Bottling Co Inc 
406  Coca-Cola Bottling 
407  Coca-Cola Bottling Co of 
408  Coca-Cola Bottling Co Of VA 
409  Coca-Cola Btlg Co Red Wing Inc 
410  Coffee Mill 
411  Cold Spring Bakery Inc 
412  Cold Spring Brewing Co 
413  Cold Spring Brewing Co 
414  Cold Stone Creamery 
415  College City Beverage Inc 
416  College Town Pizza Inc 
417  Collier's Super Market Inc 
418  Colonial Lanes Co 
419  Colony Plaza Inc 
420  Comprehensive Inventory Soln 
421  Concord Beverage Inc 
422  Conger Meat Market 
423  Congregate Dining Program Inc 
424  Continental Restaurants Inc 
425  Continental Supreme LLC 
426  Cook Cobb Grocery 6 
 
427  Cook County Whole Foods Co 
428  Cook Zup's 
429  Cookie's Inc 
430  Cool Air Mechanical Inc 
431  Coons & Sparks Inc 
432  Coop FCA 
433  Coop McIntosh Creamery Assn 
434  Coop Menahga 
435  Coop Services Inc of New York 
436  Coop Wheaton-Dumont Elevator 
437  Cooperative Dairy Marketing 
438  Coopers Restaurant 
439  Copper Dome Enterprises Inc 
440  Corkel Inc 
441  Cormorant Store Inc 
442  Corner Coffee House 
443  Cossetta's Inc 
444  Costello's Inc 
445  Country Couzin Inc 
446  Country Gourmet Inc 
447  Country Hearth Baking Co 
448  Country Home Bakery & Deli Inc 
449  Country Kitchen of Redwood 
450  Country Kitchen of Virginia 
451  Country Kitchen of Winona Inc 
452  Country Side Restaurant of 
453  Country Store Inc 
454  Countryside Inn Steakhouse 
455  Countryside Restaurant North 
456  Countryside Restaurant of 
457  Covered Bridge Supper Club Inc 
458  CPS Custom Products & Services 
459  Cre 8 It Inc 
460  Creative Cuisine Inc 
461  Creative Restaurant Inc 
462  Crookston Express Inc 
463  Crookston Super Valu 
464  Crosby Sv 5158 
465  Crossroads Liquor 
466  Crown Restaurant & Lounge 
467  Crystal Cub 
468  Crystal Fresh Inc 
469  Csl Pork LLC 
470  CSM Enterprises Inc 
471  Ctp International Inc 
472  Cub Foods Woodbury 
473  Culvers 
474  Culvers 
475  Culvers 
476  Culver's 
477  Culver's Frozen Custard 
478  Culvers of Albertville 
479  Culver's of Apple Valley 
480  Culver's of Baxter 
481  Culver's of Blaine 
482  Culvers of Cambridge 
483  Culvers of Chanhassen 
484  Culver's of Eden Prairie 
485  Culver's of Navarre 
486  Culvers of Rochester 
487  Culvers of Savage 
488  Culvers Restaurant 
489  Culver's Restaurant 
490  Cup & Cone 
491  Cup Cake 
492  Cup Foods Inc 
493  Curran's Restaurant 
494  Cut Fruit Express Inc 
495  Cuz Inc 
496  Cypress Inn Inc 
497  D & B Caulfield LLC 
498  D & D Enterprises of Cloquet 
499  D & D Food Inc 
500  D A Fitzpatrick Inc 
501  D Brian's Deli Corp 
502  D Dahl Enterprises Inc 
503  D M Hill Inc 
504  D Michael B'S 
505  D Q Champlin Inc 
506  Dab Pizza Inc 
507  Dacho Sales Inc 
508  Dadojo Partners 
509  Dag Inc 
510  Dagen Inc 
511  Daggett's Inc 
512  Dahlgren & Co Inc 7 
 
513  Dahlheimer & Dick Distributing 
514  Dahlheimer Distributing Co Inc 
515  Dahlin's Inc 
516  Dahmen's Inc 
517  Daigle Enterprises Inc 
518  Daily Inc 
519  Dairy Inn 
520  Dairy Queen 
521  Dairy Queen 
522  Dairy Queen 
523  Dairy Queen 
524  Dairy Queen 
525  Dairy Queen Associates 
526  Dairy Queen Brazier 
527  Dairy Queen Brazier of Apple 
528  Dairy Queen Brazierandover 
529  Dairy Queen Eagan North 
530  Dairy Queen II 
531  Dairy Queen Inc 
532  Dairy Queen Inc 
533  Dairy Queen of Stewartville 
534  Dairy Queen of Thief River 
535  Dairy Queen Store 
536  Dairyland Inc 
537  Dakota Cook LLC 
538  Dakota County Steakhouse Inc 
539  Dakota Growers Marketing Svcs 
540  Dakota House Restaurants Inc 
541  Dakota King Inc 
542  Dakota Natural Foods Inc 
543  Dale Equities Inc 
544  Dale's Foods 
545  Dalmar Corp 
546  D'Amico Cucina Inc 
547  Dan Kelly's Bar & Grill 
548  Dan Pilus 
549  Dangerfields 
550  Daniels Family Restaurant LLC 
551  Danneckers Discount Food 
552  Danwill Foods Inc 
553  Darla's Grill & Malt Shop Inc 
554  Darold's Super Value 
555  Dar's Pizza Inc 
556  Darveaux Foods of Pipestone 
557  Dassel 
558  Datimi, Limited 
559  Davanni's Inc 
560  Davannis Pizza Hot Hoggies 
561  Davanni's Restaurant 
562  Dave Kerr 
563  Dave Scherer 
564  Daves Bbq Shack 
565  David Gruenzner 
566  David Sherer 
567  Daybreak Foods Inc 
568  Daytona Market Inc 
569  Dbk of Roseau Inc 
570  Dd Enterprises Vergas LLC 
571  De Grood Oil Inc 
572  Deann Johannsen 
573  Dean's Market 
574  Dean's Super Market Inc 
575  Dean's Super Value 
576  Debbie Bolen 
577  Debbie's Home Style Kitchen 
578  Decoys Grill & Bar 
579  Decoy's Grill & Bar Inc 
580  Dee How Corp 
581  Deephaven Corp 
582  Deerwood Convenience Center 
583  Degidio Inc 
584  Degidios 
585  Degrees of Entertainment Inc 
586  Dehmers Custom Catering 
587  Dehn's Country Manor Inc 
588  Deja Vu Entertainment Entrprs 
589  Delano Dairy Queen 
590  Delano Municipal Liquor 
591  Deli Double Inc 
592  Dembouski Inc 
593  Democo Inc 
594  Denise Schaper 
595  Dennis Corrigan 
596  Dennis O'Rourke 
597  Denny's Classic Diner 
598  Deo Moteza 8 
 
599  Desert Enterprises Inc 
600  Desh Corp 
601  Detello's Pizza & Pasta 
602  Detoys Family Restaurant 
603  Detroit Lakes Country Club 
604  Deutsch & Durand Food Mktg 
605  Dfab Inc 
606  Dgb Enterprises Inc 
607  Diamond V Entertainment Inc 
608  Dick Distributing Co Inc 
609  Dick Sales Co Inc 
610  Dick's Foods Inc 
611  Diers Corp 
612  Dietz Foods 
613  Diggers Bar & Grill Inc 
614  Dili Inc 
615  Dining Concepts Inc 
616  Direct Government Sales Inc 
617  Direct Market Media 
618  District At Rosen City Tavern 
619  Divine Swine Catering Inc 
620  Divojac Inc 
621  Dixie's Bar & Grill 
622  Dl & K Inc 
623  Dock Cafe Corp 
624  Dolphin Food Inc 
625  Dols & Dols Inc 
626  Domaine Serene Vineyard 
627  Dombrovski Meats Co 
628  Domino's 
629  Domino's Pizza 
630  Domino's Pizza 
631  Domino's Pizza & Subs 
632  Don Robbar Inc 
633  Donald Vossen Inc 
634  Don's Valley Food Inc 
635  Doobee's Systems Inc 
636  Dooley's Inc 
637  Dorian Enterprises Inc 
638  Dorothy Ann Bakery Inc 
639  Double Dragon Foods 
640  Double Play 
641  Doung, Hung 
642  DP McCue Inc 
643  Dq Grill & Chill 
644  Dracs Pub & Restaurant 
645  Dragon Star Oriental Foods 
646  Dreheim Inc 
647  Driskills-Shorewood Inc 
648  Dtm Distributing Inc 
649  Dugout Bar 
650  Dulono's Pizza 
651  Dunn Bros Coffee Inc 
652  E & M Franklin Nicollet Inc 
653  E & V Schoenheider Inc 
654  E A Sween Deli Express 
655  E A T Inc 
656  Eagle Square 
657  Eagle Street Grille 
658  Eagle Valley Holliday 
659  Eagles Ronald William Inc 
660  East Bay Hotel Corp 
661  East Gate Fast Foods Inc 
662  East River's Edge Corp 
663  Eastside Food Co-Op 
664  Eau Ville Holdings Inc 
665  Econo Foods 
666  Eddington's Restaurants 
667  Edina Grill 
668  Edinburgh Dairy Queen Inc 
669  Edward J Enterprises Inc 
670  Egg & I East Inc 
671  Eisenberg Fruit Co Inc 
672  El Burrito Market Inc 
673  El Burrito Wholesale 
674  El Jalapeno Market 
675  Elba Co Operative Creamery 
676  Elden's Inc 
677  Elements Food Service Inc 
678  Eliott Eisman 
679  Elk River Dairy Queen 
680  Elmer's Distributing Co 
681  Embers America 
682  Embers America LLC 
683  Emergency Foodshelf Network 
684  Emison Enterprise Inc 9 
 
685  Emma Dee's Buffet 
686  Erbert's & Gerbert's Subs 
687  Erdman Supermarkets Inc 
688  Eric Klosowski 
689  Erl Market Inc 
690  Ernest G Gernes 
691  Erv Grulkowski 
692  Escalate Affluently Inc 
693  Espresso Services Inc 
694  Etica Fair Trade 
695  Ettlins Ranchero Supper Club 
696  Eurest Guidant 
697  European Roasterie Inc 
698  Eveleth Country Foods IGA Inc 
699  Everets Foods Inc 
700  Everfresh Food Corp 
701  F & D Inc 
702  F & D Meats of Virginia Inc 
703  Fabulous Catering 
704  Fairmont Refrigerated Service 
705  Fairway Dairy & Ingredients 
706  Falkowski Bros Inc 
707  Falls Pizza Inc 
708  Family A & W Restaurant Inc 
709  Famous Dave's Of America Inc 
710  Fannemel Inc 
711  Faribault Dairy Co Inc 
712  Farley's & Sathers Candy Co 
713  Farmer Dell Steakhouse 
714  Farmers Co Operative Creamery 
715  Farmers Cooperative Creamery 
716  Farmers Cooperative Elevator 
717  Farmers Co-Operative Elevator 
718  Farmers Produce 
719  Farmoor Valley Egg Co 
720  Fast Foods of Greater Duluth 
721  Fatboys Bar Grill 
722  Featherstone Fruits 
723  Fedor Enterprises Inc 
724  Fergus Liquors 
725  Fiedler Enterprises Inc 
726  Fiesta Mexicana 
727  Fillin' Satation Coffee House 
728  Fine Line Music Ventures Inc 
729  Finlayson Cafe 
730  Finnegans Super Value Inc 
731  Fireside Grill Inc 
732  Fireside of Detroit Lakes LLC 
733  First District Association 
734  Fischer's United Supply Inc 
735  Fish House Dressing Inc 
736  Fishman's Kosher Inc 
737  Fishtale Grill Inc 
738  Flameburger Inc 
739  Flameburger of Little Canada 
740  Flex Pac Inc 
741  Fong's Chinese Cuisine 
742  Fong's Inc 
743  Food 4 Life USA Ltd 
744  Food Professionals Network Inc 
745  Food Service Specialists Inc 
746  Foodstreet Plus 
747  Forest Lake Pizza Hut 
748  Fornshell Bus Service Inc 
749  Fort Snelling Club 
750  Fortune Cookie Chinese Rest 
751  Four Season's Cheese & Fruit 
752  Four-Eleven Inc 
753  Fourway Hospitality Inc 
754  Fraboni's Wholesale Distrs 
755  France 44 Liquors Inc 
756  France 494 Co 
757  Franchised Foods of Minnesota 
758  Francis Spokely 
759  Frankie's Pizza Inc 
760  Frankie's Stonebank Style 
761  Franklin Foods 
762  Fransen Inc 
763  Fransen Restaurants Inc 
764  Fratelli Tre Inc 
765  Frauenshuh Hospitality Group 
766  Fred Barrett & Sons Potato Co 
767  Freds Big Dollar Store 
768  Freight House Inc 
769  Fresh Connection Inc 
770  Fresh Seasons Market LLC 10 
 
771  Fresh Strategies Inc 
772  Friendly Stores Inc 
773  Fritz Ventures Inc 
774  Frontier Steak House & Family 
775  Frost & Steam Coffee Hous 
776  Fuddruckers Inc 
777  Fuji Two Inc 
778  Funkys Bar 
779  Funkys Restaurant - Lounge 
780  Furlong Liquors Inc 
781  G & B Sales 
782  G E B Inc 
783  Gabel's Commander Bar Inc 
784  Gadient Hospitality Group Inc 
785  Galen's Inc 
786  Gallery Bar Grill 
787  Galley 
788  Garberg Foods 
789  Garrison's Super Value 
790  Gary & Barbara Wieber 
791  Gary Flansburg 
792  Gary's Family Foods 
793  Gary's Pizza 
794  Gas Plus 12 
795  Gateway Store LLC 
796  Gaulrapp Inc 
797  Gawron's Liquor Inc 
798  Gay Nineties Inc 
799  Geary's Grocery Inc 
800  Geckler Co's Inc 
801  Gehrke Co Inc 
802  Geifer Enterprises Inc 
803  Gemilli Inc 
804  General Mills 
805  Gene's Food Inc 
806  Geneva Meats LLC 
807  Geook Inc 
808  George Pernat 
809  Gerard's Dining & Banquet 
810  German Restaurants Inc 
811  Gibbco Scientific Inc 
812  Gilly's Prime Time Bar & Grill 
813  Gilman Co-Operative Creamery 
814  Ginkgo Coffeehouse 
815  Giovanni's of Florida Inc 
816  Glacial Grains Spirits LLC 
817  Glass House Inc 
818  Glazman Co Inc 
819  Glen Cook 
820  Glen Lake Dairy Queen 
821  Glenn Rakow 
822  Global Trading of Minnesota 
823  Glynn's Motor Mart Inc 
824  GO Corp 
825  Godfathers 
826  Godfather's Pizza 
827  Gohmann Foods 
828  Gold Enterprises Inc 
829  Golden Harvest Foods LLC 
830  Gold'n Plump Farms LP, LLP 
831  Gold'n Plump Poultry Inc4 
832  Good Deal Oriental Food Inc 
833  Good Sport Bar & Grill Inc 
834  Good Taste Ventures Inc 
835  Gopher Hills Inc 
836  Gopher Lumber & Supply Co 
837  Gopher Sales Inc 
838  Gordy's HI Hat Inc 
839  Gornick's Inc 
840  Gourmet Parlor Pizza Co Inc 
841  Governor's Inc 
842  Graceville Bar & Lounge Inc 
843  Grand Avenue Restaurants Inc 
844  Grand Central Inc 
845  Grand Market 
846  Grand Pere Wines Inc 
847  Grandma Gebhard's Co Inc 
848  Grandma's Bakery Inc 
849  Grandma's In The Park Bar 
850  Grandmas Kitchen 
851  Grandma's Kitchen 
852  Grandma's Restaurant Co Inc 
853  Granite City Food & Brewery 
854  Granite Falls Foods Inc 
855  Granite Falls Red Owl Inc 
856  Granpa Ittel's Meat 11 
 
857  Great Foods Inc 
858  Great Harvest Bread Co 
859  Great Harvest Bread Co Inc 
860  Great Harvest Bread Co of MN 
861  Great Northern Baking Co LLC 
862  Great Northern Cafe Inc 
863  Great Wall Inc 
864  Great Waters Brewing Co 
865  Greater American Ribs Inc 
866  Green Lake Inn & Tavern Inc 
867  Green Mill Enterprises Inc 
868  Green Mill Restaurant 
869  Green Mill Restaurant & Bar 
870  Green Mill Restaurant & Bar 
871  Green Mill Restaurant & Brew 
872  Green Mill Restaurants Inc 
873  Green Mill Restaurants Inc 
874  Greg Dolthon 
875  Gregg Potato Sales Inc 
876  Gregory's Foods Inc 
877  Grillco Inc 
878  Grosslein Beverages Inc 
879  Ground Round 
880  Ground Round 
881  Ground Zero Niteclub Inc 
882  Grove Meire Co-Op 
883  Grove Meire Cooperative 
884  Groveland Tap 
885  Grueb's Restaurant Inc 
886  Guests Inc 
887  Gulden's Highway 61 
888  Guys Fish Inc 
889  H & D Branding Iron of Preston 
890  H & L Express Inc 
891  H & S Distributing Co Inc 
892  H Brooks & Co 
893  Haagen Dazs Shoppe Co Inc 
894  Hacienda Del Sol Inc 
895  Hackenmueller Meats 
896  Hagberg Country Market Inc 
897  Hagen Beverage Distributing 
898  Hagman Enterprises Ltd 
899  Hamilton's Restaurant 
900  Hand Maid Sweets Inc 
901  Hansen Amusement Foods 
902  Happy Garden 
903  Happy Joe's Pizza & Icecream 
904  Happy Joe's Pizza Parlor Inc 
905  Happy's Potato Chip Co 
906  Harbor Inn Restaurant & Motel 
907  Hardee's 
908  Hardee's & Walker LLP 
909  Hardee's of Milaca 
910  Hardees Restaurant 
911  Harmony Roller Rink 
912  Harper 
913  Harry's Cafe 
914  Hartman's Supermarket Inc 
915  Hartman's Supermarkets Inc 
916  Harvest Land Cooperative 
917  Harvey's Operation LLC 
918  Harvey-Winchell Co 
919  Har-Win Foods Inc 
920  Haskell's Inc 
921  Hastings Cooperative Creamery 
922  Hattrick Pizza Inc 
923  Haug Enterprises Inc 
924  Hawkins Inc 
925  Heap Big Beef Inc 
926  Heart of America Co 
927  Heartland Management Co Inc 
928  Heaven & Earth Inc 
929  Hector Meat & Poultry 
930  Heggie's Pizza LLC 
931  Hennen Franchises Inc 
932  Henry's Catering & Banquet Ctr 
933  Herber Farms 
934  Herman's Bakery & Coffee Shop 
935  Hermel, A H Candy & Tobacco Co 
936  Hero's Family Eatery 
937  HI Lo Club 
938  Hickory Inn 
939  Hide Away Supper Club 
940  High Plains Cooperative 
941  Highway Liquor 
942  Hillcrest Truck Stop Inc 12 
 
943  Hill's Fairway Grocery Inc 
944  Hilltop Family Restaurant Inc 
945  Hinckley Dairy Queen 
946  Hinkley Little Store 
947  Hitching Post of Marshall Inc 
948  Hl Seafood Inc 
949  Hobo Bar & Grill Inc 
950  Hoggsbreath Enterprises Inc 
951  Hohensteins Inc 
952  Hoj Inc 
953  Holiday Co 
954  Holiday Co's 
955  Holideli Commissary 
956  Hollandale Marketing Assn 
957  Hollywood Ranch House Inc 
958  Holper Enterprises Inc 
959  Holy Land Brand Inc 
960  Homecroft Supervalue 
961  Hometown Family Foods LLC 
962  Hometown Favorties Inc 
963  Hometown Pizza & Tacos 
964  Hommerding's Inc 
965  Hong Kong Restaurant of 
966  Honker Enterprises Inc 
967  Hooligans 
968  Hopkins Main St Dairy Queen 
969  Hopkins Tuttle Recreation Inc 
970  Horizon Food Inc 
971  Horizon Milling LLC 
972  Horizon Sales Inc 
973  Hormel Foods Corp 
974  Hot Stuff Pizza 
975  Hotel Management Systems 
976  House of Coates Inc 
977  House of Wines & Liquors Inc 
978  House of Wong Inc 
979  Howard Beef Processors Inc 
980  Hubbell House Inc 
981  Hubers Super Value 
982  Huberts Inc 
983  Huffman Enterprises Inc 
984  Huisken Meat Co of Sauk Rapids 
985  Hult of Bloomington Corp 
986  Hulwi Schulte Inc 
987  Humphries, Beatty Post 323 
988  Hunn Inc 
989  Hunt Potato Co Inc 
990  Husniks Meat Co 
991  Hyder Investments Inc 
992  Hyder, Shahab 
993  Hyland Cottage Inc 
994  Hypat Investments Inc 
995  I & E Inc 
996  Iceberg Acquisition Inc 
997  IFP Inc 
998  Ike's LLC 
999  In Happy's Drive 
1000  In Minnetonka Drive 
1001  Indigo Fusion Inc 
1002  Ingebretsen's Scandinavian Ctr 
1003  Ingredients Cafe & Take Away 
1004  Intermark Ltd of Minneapolis 
1005  International Foods Inc 
1006  Interstate Meat Service Inc 
1007  Invierno Y Haijos Inc 
1008  Ireland Sandrock Systems Inc 
1009  Irishman's Shanty 
1010  Isle West Associates, LLP 
1011  Isles Market & Deli 
1012  It's Greek To ME Inc 
1013  Ivan H Stewart Inc 
1014  Ivancich Inc 
1015  Iven's On The Bay Inc 
1016  J & B Cold Storage LLC 
1017  J & B Wholesale Distributing4 
1018  J & C Distributing Inc 
1019  J & C Nelson Inc 
1020  J & J Distributing Co 
1021  J & J Inc 
1022  J & J Properties of Warroad 
1023  J & L Enterprises Inc 
1024  J & P Trading Inc 
1025  J & S Bean Factory 
1026  J & S Foods LLC 
1027  J A K E of Eagle Lake Inc 
1028  J B Yates 13 
 
1029  J C Chumley's Inc 
1030  J H Food Concepts Inc 
1031  J Maas Co 
1032  J P Taylor Inc 
1033  Jack & Jim's Inc 
1034  Jack Yee's Restaurant Inc 
1035  Jacks Java Coffee Cafe 
1036  Jack's Oil Distributing 
1037  Jackson Management Inc 
1038  Jacob Morris Properties 
1039  Jacobs Marketing Inc 
1040  Jadco Inc 
1041  Jade Catering Inc 
1042  Jadt Food Group 
1043  Jahnke Foods 
1044  Jake's City Grille 
1045  Jake's Pizza 
1046  Jake's Pizza, City of Lakes 
1047  Jake's Stadium Pizza 
1048  Jala Contracting Co 
1049  Jamar Management Inc 
1050  James Bagaason 
1051  James Durose 
1052  James Keyworth 
1053  James R Morgan 
1054  Jamie Lucas 
1055  Jammik Inc 
1056  Jaro Investments Inc 
1057  Jarth Inc 
1058  Jason Larson 
1059  Jax Cafe Inc 
1060  Jay Jasperson 
1061  Jay Ryan Enterprises 
1062  Jch Restaurants LLC 
1063  JD Hoyt's Inc 
1064  Jeanne Perrella 
1065  Jeff Plaisted 
1066  Jeff Rigdon 
1067  Jeff Smith 
1068  Jefferson Restaurants Inc 
1069  Jeffrey Lutz 
1070  Jenibe Properties LLP 
1071  Jennings Liquor Inc 
1072  Jenns Corp 
1073  Jensen Ventures Inc 
1074  Jensen's Foods Inc 
1075  Jensen's Service Center 
1076  Jensen's Supper Club 
1077  Jerry Sisk 
1078  Jerry's Enterprises Inc 
1079  Jerry's Farm Market 
1080  Jerry's Home Quality Foods 
1081  Jerry's Other Place 
1082  Jerry's Produce 
1083  Jerry's Super Valu Ltd 
1084  Jerry's Supper Club Owatonna 
1085  Jerseys Bar & Grill 
1086  Jessica Viska 
1087  Jethro's Enterprises Inc 
1088  Jimmy John's Gourmet 
1089  Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandwich 
1090  Jimmy John's Worlds Greatest 
1091  Jimmy's Fish, Seafood 
1092  Jim's Home Quality Foods LLC 
1093  Jims Super Valu of Austin Inc 
1094  Jims Super Value of Canby Inc 
1095  Jj's Gas & Grocery 
1096  JLS Inc 
1097  Jmp Investments Inc 
1098  Joe Di Maggios Inc 
1099  Joes Garage Inc 
1100  John Drummond & Associates Inc 
1101  John Michaels Inc 
1102  John W Kinny Inc 
1103  Johnson Brothers Liquor Company4 
1104  Johnson Wholesale Meat Co 
1105  Joint Cabooze 
1106  Jon & Rita's Inc 
1107  Jordan Beverage Inc 
1108  Joseph Hallbeck 
1109  Joseph's Grill 
1110  Joyce Carlson's Kitchen Inc 
1111  J-Patrick-T Enterprises Inc 
1112  Jpoc Inc 
1113  Js Restaurant & Pizza Parlor 
1114  Juba's Inc 14 
 
1115  Jubilee Food Inc 
1116  Jubilee Foods 
1117  Jubilee Foods 
1118  Judy's Cafe Inc 
1119  Julie Finley 
1120  Junction Oasis Cafe 
1121  Jungle Bar & Lounge 
1122  Just Food Northfield Community 
1123  Just Properties Inc 
1124  Jwm Investments Inc 
1125  K & B Drive In Inc 
1126  K & J Catering Inc 
1127  K & K Foods Inc 
1128  K & K Holdings Inc 
1129  K & Q Enterprises Inc 
1130  K & R Hospitality Inc 
1131  K & V Restaurants Inc 
1132  K B & J'S Enterprises Inc 
1133  K J M Enterprises Inc 
1134  K J Refuge Bar & Grill 
1135  Kadejan Inc 
1136  Kafe 421 
1137  Kaienne Shaker 
1138  Kaiserhoff Inc 
1139  Kalk-Young Inc 
1140  Kandi Entertainment Center Inc 
1141  Karen Vogel 
1142  Karen Winter 
1143  Kato Entertainment Services 
1144  Kay's Naturals Inc 
1145  Kay's Processing LLC 
1146  Keefer Court Food Inc 
1147  Keegan's Irish Pub & Rest 
1148  Keindel Super Market Inc 
1149  Keith's Pizza 
1150  Kelber Catering Inc 
1151  Kellio Inc 
1152  Kellogg Co Food Brokers Inc 
1153  Kelly's Restaurant Inc 
1154  Kemp & Kemp Inc 
1155  Kenny's Oak Grill 
1156  Kenrite Inc 
1157  Kenrite Inc 
1158  Kerry Bio-Science 
1159  Key Sales Group Inc 
1160  Keys In White Bear Lake 
1161  Key's Restaurant & Bakery 
1162  Key's Restaurants 
1163  Kha Inc 
1164  Khan's Mongolian Barbeque 
1165  Khan's Mongolian Barbeque Inc 
1166  Kick's Liquor Store Inc 
1167  Kieran's Irish Pub Inc 
1168  Kinbrae Supper Club 
1169  King & I Inc 
1170  King's Supermarket Inc 
1171  Kirk's Superamerica Inc 
1172  Kiwikai Imports Inc 
1173  KLA Inc 
1174  Kladek Inc 
1175  KLN Enterprises Inc 
1176  Km Supermarkets Inc 
1177  Knaus Sausage House Inc 
1178  Knight of Columbus Community 
1179  Knollwood Liquor Store Inc 
1180  Knoss, Kory 
1181  Knowledge & Expertise Inc 
1182  Knudsen's Cheesecake Inc 
1183  Kocians IGA Inc 
1184  Kociemba's Inc 
1185  Kogut-Fulmer 
1186  Kokomo Restaurant Inc 
1187  Koplin's Village Market Inc 
1188  Kowalski Co's Inc 
1189  Kowalskis Market 
1190  Kowalski's Woodbury Market Inc 
1191  Kozlak's Royal Oak Restaurant 
1192  Kraemers Catering Corp 
1193  Kramarczuk Sausage Co Inc 
1194  Kratt & Hedquist Inc 
1195  Krause Foods Inc 
1196  Krieger Beverage Co Inc 
1197  Kronebusch Farms Inc 
1198  Kruger's Inc 
1199  Kursher Delis Inc 
1200  L & M of Shakopee 15 
 
1201  L & T Peterson Enterprises 
1202  L & V Enterprises Inc 
1203  L D Foods Inc 
1204  L G Fraboni Inc 
1205  L J Roy Inc 
1206  L R Anthony Inc 
1207  L T P Restaurants Inc 
1208  La Casita Inc 
1209  La Playette Inc 
1210  Labodega Tapas Bar 
1211  Lacasita 
1212  Laffer Inc 
1213  Lake Country Egg 
1214  Lake Country Food & Gas Inc 
1215  Lake Elmo Inn Inc 
1216  Lake Rainy International Inc 
1217  Lake Region Beverage Inc 
1218  Lake Region Co-Op Oil Assn 
1219  Lake Squaw Liquor Store Inc 
1220  Lake Superior Subway Inc 
1221  Laker Grill 
1222  Laker Sales Co Inc 
1223  Lakes Conoco 
1224  Lakeside Foods of Duluth Inc 
1225  Lakeside Super Club 
1226  Lakeside Tavern 
1227  Lakeside Wine & Spirits Inc 
1228  Lakeville Family Restaurant 
1229  Lakeville Restaurant & Spirits 
1230  Lamex Foods Inc 
1231  Lamplighter Family Sports Bar 
1232  Lamplighter Lounge II Inc 
1233  Lancer Food Service Inc 
1234  Land O' Lakes1 
1235  Landcor Convenience 
1236  Landenburger, Mija 
1237  Landrys Seafood 
1238  Lane's Food Pride Inc 
1239  Lange's Cafe 
1240  Langhoff Assoc 
1241  Lanning's Inc 
1242  Lantern Restaurant & Lounge 
1243  Larkspur Market Limited 
1244  Larry Gamradt 
1245  Larry Miller 
1246  Larry's Family Pizza 
1247  Larry's Super Market of 
1248  Larrys Super Market of Battle 
1249  Larry's Supermarket 
1250  Larson's Jack & Jill Food Ctr 
1251  La's Place 
1252  Last Chance Inc 
1253  Last Frontier Liquor Inc 
1254  Latino Groceries Inc 
1255  Layton Co 
1256  Le Grand Supper Club 
1257  Le Sueur Cheese Co 
1258  Le Sueur Diner 
1259  Leaman's Liquors Inc 
1260  Ledebuhr Meat Processing Inc 
1261  Lee Consultants Ltd 
1262  Legacy Restaurant Inc 
1263  Legends 
1264  Lena Lefse Inc 
1265  Len's Family Foods Inc 
1266  Leroy Cooperative Inc 
1267  Lessard Property Management 
1268  Let's Dish Inc 
1269  Lexington Dairy Queen 
1270  Lexington Municipal Liquor 
1271  Lfhi Corp 
1272  Liajpov Inc 
1273  Liberty Frozen Custard Inc 
1274  Liberty's Restaurant & Lounge 
1275  Lifetime Health & Cafe 
1276  Liffey Grill Irish Pub 
1277  Lighthouse Bay Foods Inc 
1278  Lightly Epicurean 
1279  Lincoln Depot Inc 
1280  Lindee's Saloon & Eatery Inc 
1281  Linden Hills Coop Inc 
1282  Lindey's Inc 
1283  Lion's Tap Inc 
1284  Liquor & Tobacco World Corp 
1285  Liquor Depot Inc 
1286  Liquors Plus Inc 16 
 
1287  Lisa's Salsa Co 
1288  Liston Enterprises Inc 
1289  Litchfield Super Value 
1290  Little Oven 
1291  Little Wagon Co Inc 
1292  Lo Inc 
1293  Local An Epicurean Cafe & Pub 
1294  Log House Foods Inc 
1295  Lomman, John 
1296  Long Bridge Resort & Marina 
1297  Long Prairie Packing LLC 
1298  Longhorn Cafe 
1299  Lookout Supper Club Inc 
1300  Loon Cafe Inc 
1301  Loon Foods Inc 
1302  Lorentz Etc Inc 
1303  Loring Cafe Inc 
1304  Loring Pasta Bar LLC 
1305  Lorline Enterprises Inc 
1306  Lorline Enterprises Inc 
1307  Lorraine Terlinden 
1308  Lotz Donut Shop Ltd 
1309  Louies Governors 
1310  Louis Henry Franchise Foods 
1311  Louisiana Cafe 
1312  Luci Ristorante Inc 
1313  Lucia Watson Enterprises Inc 
1314  Lucias Wine Bar 
1315  LUNDS 3 
1316  Lymar Inc 
1317  M & D Flaherty Inc 
1318  M & E Foods 
1319  M & L Olson Inc 
1320  M C Dugout Bar & Grill 
1321  M G M Liquor Warehouse 
1322  M G M Wine & Spirits Inc 
1323  M J Inc of St Cloud 
1324  M P T Enterprises Inc 
1325  M S Penn Inc 
1326  M T H Inc 
1327  M T Restaurants Inc 
1328  MA & Pops 4th Street Market 
1329  MA Gedney Co 
1330  Mab Management Inc 
1331  Mackenthun's Meat Market Inc 
1332  Mac's of St Paul Inc 
1333  Mac's Restaurant 
1334  Mad Capper Saloon & Eatery Inc 
1335  Madelia Foods Inc 
1336  Madigan's Pub & Grill 
1337  Madison Bottling Co Inc 
1338  Madison Farmers Mill 
1339  Madison Supermarket Inc 
1340  Madison Tanner Enterprises Inc 
1341  Magnolia Lounge Bar 
1342  Magnolias Restaurant Inc 
1343  Mahnich Distributing Inc 
1344  Main St Bar & Grill 
1345  Main Street Sports Bar 
1346  Main Street Sports Bar 
1347  Mainstreet Bar & Grill Inc 
1348  Majors Sports Cafe Blaine 
1349  Mallard Inc 
1350  Malt-O-Meal Co 
1351  Mamma G'S 
1352  Mancini's Bar Inc 
1353  Mandile Fruit Co Inc 
1354  Manea Meat Products 
1355  Manhattan Beach LLC 
1356  Mankato Steak Inc 
1357  Manning's Cafe Inc 
1358  Maple Grove Dairy Queen 
1359  Maple Island Inc 
1360  Marchionda Enterprises Inc 
1361  Mark Grotvinger 
1362  Market 
1363  Market Bar-B-Que Inc 
1364  Market Square of Baxter 
1365  Marlianos Pizza & Deli 
1366  Marnanteli's Pizza 
1367  Marnanteli's Pizza Inc 
1368  Marohn's Annandale Marketplace 
1369  Marohn's Buffalo Marketplace 
1370  Marohn's Cokato Marketplace 
1371  Marshall's One Stop Inc 
1372  Marv Eater Inc 17 
 
1373  Marx Wine Bar & Grill 
1374  Mary Enterprises 
1375  Mason Brothers Co Inc 
1376  Massad's 
1377  Masters Restaurant Associates 
1378  Matador Lounge Inc 
1379  Mathison Corp 
1380  Matt Starr 
1381  Mau's Corner Inc 
1382  Maverick Development Inc 
1383  Max Blue Liquors Inc 
1384  Max Mini Store Inc 
1385  Maxwells 
1386  Maynard's Food Center 
1387  MB Trading Co USA Inc 
1388  Mc Cormicks Restaurant 
1389  Mc Donalds 
1390  Mc Donalds 
1391  Mc Donalds 
1392  Mc Donald's 
1393  Mc Donald's 
1394  Mc Donald's 6118 
1395  Mc Donald's Northtown 
1396  Mc Donald's of Becker 
1397  Mc Donald's of Big Lake 
1398  Mc Donald's of Chanhassen 
1399  Mc Donald's of Marshall 
1400  Mc Donald's of Redwood Falls 
1401  Mc Donald's of Rogers 
1402  Mc Donald's of Waseca 
1403  Mc Donald's Restaurant Inc 
1404  Mc Donald's Restaurants 
1405  Mc Nallan Farms 
1406  Mc Stop Inc 
1407  McBride Enterprises Inc 
1408  McCann's Food & Brew 
1409  McCormicks Family Restaurant 
1410  McDonald 
1411  McDonald Liquor Stores 
1412  McDonald's 
1413  McDonald's 
1414  McDonald's 
1415  McDonald's 
1416  McDonald's 
1417  McDonald's 
1418  McDonald's 
1419  McDonald's 
1420  McDonald's 
1421  McDonald's 
1422  McDonald's 
1423  McDonald's Meats Inc 
1424  McDonalds of Eagan 
1425  McDonalds Restaurant 
1426  McDonalds Restaurant 
1427  McDonalds Restaurant 
1428  McDonald's Restaurant 
1429  McDonald's Restaurant 1762 
1430  McDonald's Restaurant Main 
1431  McDonalds's Restaurant 
1432  McDuff's Eatery & Pub 
1433  McGoff's Irish Pub 
1434  McGregor Self Service 
1435  McKale's Inc 
1436  McMillan's Restaurant 
1437  McTavish's Scottish Grill 
1438  Mdc Foods Inc 
1439  Med-Diet Laboratories Inc 
1440  Meeting Grounds Inc 
1441  Megusta Mexican Cusine Inc 
1442  Meier Inc 
1443  Meleen Corp 
1444  Melford Olson Honey Inc 
1445  Melissa Bartac 
1446  Melrose Dairy Proteins LLC 
1447  Melrose Dairy Queen 
1448  Mendelson Egg Co Inc 
1449  Merand Inc 
1450  Merlins Family 
1451  Metro Produce Distributors Inc 
1452  Mettler's Bar & Restaurant Inc 
1453  Mexican Restaurant of Mankato 
1454  Mexican Village 
1455  Mexican Village of St Cloud 
1456  Mexican Village Restaurant 
1457  Meyer Bros Dairy Inc 
1458  Meyer's Service Inc 18 
 
1459  Michael Foods Inc 
1460  Michael Okeefe 
1461  Michael's Restaurant 
1462  Michael's Restaurant 
1463  Michaud Distributing Inc 
1464  Mico Foods Inc 
1465  Mico Foods Inc 
1466  Midnight Warehousing Inc 
1467  Midway Embers Inc 
1468  Midwest Food Service Inc 
1469  Midwest Restaurant Group 
1470  Midwest-Northern Inc 
1471  Mike Hastings 
1472  Mike Layton Co Inc 
1473  Mike's Cafe 
1474  Mike's Pizza Inc 
1475  Milaca Junction Inc 
1476  Milios 
1477  Mill Creek Inn Inc 
1478  Millennium Operations Inc 
1479  Millers On Main 
1480  Milo R Holderbecker Inc 
1481  Miner's Inc 
1482  Miner's of Grand Rapids Inc 
1483  Mini Pac Inc 
1484  Minneapolis Town Hall Brewery 
1485  Minneapple Enterprises of MN 
1486  Minnebridge Inc 
1487  Minnehaha Falls Corp 
1488  Minnesota Beef Industries Inc 
1489  Minnesota Dehydrated 
1490  Minnesota Freezer Warehouse Co 
1491  Minnesota Music Club Inc 
1492  Minnesota Produce Inc 
1493  Minnesota River Corp 
1494  Minnesota Slim Inc 
1495  Minnesota Soybean Processors 
1496  Minnesota Zephyr Limited 
1497  Mintahoe Inc 
1498  Minter Enterprizes of Winona 
1499  Miracle Mile Liquor Barrel 
1500  Miss C'S Inc 
1501  Mission American Kitchen & Bar 
1502  Mister Pizza Inc 
1503  ML&g Inc 
1504  Mma Restaurant Inc 
1505  MO Jo Inc 
1506  Modern Cafe Inc 
1507  Molly's Inc 
1508  Mom's Place 
1509  Monkey Boys Inc 
1510  Monticello Foods Inc 
1511  Moonrock Bar & Grill LLC 
1512  Moorhead Village Inn Inc 
1513  Mora Dairy Queen 
1514  Morelli's Discount Liquor 
1515  Morgan Food Enterprises of 
1516  Morris-Walker Ltd 
1517  Moss Enterprises Inc 
1518  Mound Foods Inc 
1519  Mr Ed's Restaurant 
1520  Mr Frank's Pizza-East Inc 
1521  Mrs Gerry's Kitchen Inc 
1522  Mt Global 
1523  Multigrain Meats Inc 
1524  Murray's Co Inc 
1525  Murray's Inc 
1526  Murry Williamson 
1527  Mursim Inc 
1528  N J S Inc 
1529  Nadeau's Market 
1530  Nami Japanese & Sushi Rest 
1531  Nashfinch 
1532  Nash-Finch Co 
1533  Nashwauk Dairy Queen 
1534  Nassau Foods Inc 
1535  Nath Minnesota Franchise Group4 
1536  Nathe Ventures Inc 
1537  National Co Op Grocers Assn 
1538  Natural Harvest Food Coop Inc 
1539  Natures Hideaway Inc 
1540  Nei Bottling Inc 
1541  Neighborhood Restaurant 
1542  Neisens 
1543  Nelpfa Inc 
1544  Nelson Confectionery 19 
 
1545  Nelson Creamery Association 
1546  Nelson Meat Co 
1547  Nelson's Country Market Pine 
1548  Never Enough Thyme Inc 
1549  New Brighton Ventures 
1550  New Horizon Foods 
1551  New King Buffet Inc 
1552  New London Cafe 
1553  New Mart Inc 
1554  New Richland One Stop 
1555  New Scenic Cafe Inc 
1556  New Ulm Wholesale Inc 
1557  New Uptown Diner 
1558  New Wha Ming Trading of Mn Inc 
1559  Newport Fast Foods Inc 
1560  Newts Inc 
1561  Nicholas Grote 
1562  Nicollet Cattle Co Inc 
1563  Nicollet Mart 
1564  Nics On Nichols Inc 
1565  Nina's Coffee Cafe 
1566  No Name 
1567  Noah's Ark Processors Corp 
1568  Noel's Inc 
1569  Nokomis Market 
1570  Nomatch Inc 
1571  Noodles & Co White Bear 
1572  Nordin Enterprises Inc 
1573  Norri Distributing Co Inc 
1574  North American Bison Coop 
1575  North American Liquors Inc 
1576  North Country Co-Op 
1577  North Country Foods Inc 
1578  North Metro Foods Inc 
1579  North St Paul Tap & Grill 
1580  North Star Foods Inc 
1581  North Star Grain International4 
1582  Northern Attitudes Bar & Grill 
1583  Northern Ingredients Co 
1584  Northern Pride Inc 
1585  Northern Trail Inc 
1586  Northern Waters Inc 
1587  Northfield Liquor Store 
1588  Northfield McDonald's 
1589  Northland Frozen Pizza Inc 
1590  Northland Market 
1591  North's Restaurants Inc 
1592  Northstar Produce Inc 
1593  Northwest Beverage Inc 
1594  Northwest Pizza 
1595  Northwestern Fruit Co 
1596  Northwind Grille 
1597  Northwoods Bar & Grill 
1598  Norwood Foods Inc 
1599  Nyc & Ezy Inc 
1600  O C H Inc 
1601  O K Corral Inc 
1602  O K Enterprises 
1603  Oak Inn Family Restaurant Inc 
1604  Oakes Road House 
1605  Oaks Supper Club 
1606  Oasis Truckstop & Food Mart 
1607  Oberg Farms 
1608  Office Phone 
1609  O'Gara's Bar & Grill Inc 
1610  Ogle's of Grand Rapids Inc 
1611  Olaender 
1612  Old Home Foods Inc 
1613  Old Log Cabin Inc 
1614  Old World Meats 
1615  Olde Main Eatery & Sweet 
1616  Olde Town Deli 
1617  Olde Town Eatery Inc 
1618  Oleary's Pub 
1619  Olivia Drug Co 
1620  Olsen Fish Co 
1621  Olson & Olson Foods 
1622  Olson Coffee Roasters Inc 
1623  Olson Enterprises Inc 
1624  Olson's Dairy Queen 
1625  Olympic Food Products Inc 
1626  One To One Personal 
1627  One Way Inc 
1628  Oregano Gardens Inc 
1629  Orono Liquor Inc 
1630  Ortons Ymart 20 
 
1631  Ortonville Dairy Queen 
1632  Osseo Liquors Inc 
1633  Osseo Meat Market Inc 
1634  Osteria I-Nonni 
1635  Oval Golden Eggs LLC 
1636  Oxendale's Market 
1637  Oxyoke Inn 
1638  P & J Foods Inc 
1639  P & L Food Enterprises Inc 
1640  P J C Corp 
1641  Pace Development Inc 
1642  Pacific Asian Restaurants Inc 
1643  Paddy's Inc 
1644  Paglia's Pizza 
1645  Palace Bar 
1646  Palmer House 
1647  Palubicki's Inc 
1648  Pama Jest Inc 
1649  Panda Garden Buffet 
1650  Panino's North Oaks 
1651  Pannekoeken Restaurant 
1652  Pan-O-Gold Baking Co 
1653  Pantry Restaurant Inc 
1654  Papa John's International Inc 
1655  Papa John's International Inc 
1656  Papa Johns Pizza 
1657  Papa Murphy's 
1658  Papa Murphys Pizza 
1659  Papa Murphy's Take N Bake 
1660  Papa Murphy's Take N Bake 
1661  Papa Murphys Take 'n' Bake PI 
1662  Papago Inc 
1663  Paramount Management 
1664  Park Cafe & Catering Inc 
1665  Park Diner 
1666  Park Gooseberry Motel Cabins 
1667  Parker Foods Inc 
1668  Parranca Restaurants L L C 
1669  Parrish's Inc 
1670  Pasta Works Inc 
1671  Pat & Fritz Shenanigans 
1672  Pat McGovern's Inc 
1673  Patrick Nickelson Enterprises 
1674  Patrick Nickleson Enterprise 
1675  Patrick's French Bakery 
1676  Paul Brutger 
1677  Paul Hommerding 
1678  Paul Luci-St 
1679  Paul Newport-St Cold Storage 
1680  Paul Ostegard 
1681  Paul Ostergarrd 
1682  Paula Tomlinson 
1683  Paul's Food Pride 
1684  Paul's Italian Market 
1685  Paulys American Grill 
1686  Pautsch Investments Inc 
1687  Pavlick Holding Co Inc 
1688  Paynesville Supervalue Inc 
1689  Pcs Liquors LLC 
1690  Pd Food Systems Inc 
1691  Pdi Foods LLC 
1692  Peak Bakery No 2 LLC 
1693  Pearsons Candy Co 
1694  Pease Produce Co 
1695  Pelican Square Inc 
1696  Pepsi Cola Bottling Co of 
1697  Pepsi Cola of Mankato Inc 
1698  PepsiAmericas Inc 
1699  Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co of 
1700  Perfect Pickle 
1701  Perfect Pizza Inc 
1702  Perkins Family Restaurant 
1703  Perkins of Owatonna 
1704  Perkins Restaurant Operating 
1705  Pete Samper 
1706  Peter Kormanik 
1707  Peter of Litchfield Ltd Inc 
1708  Peters Grill Inc 
1709  Peterson Concessions Inc 
1710  Peterson Enterprise 
1711  Peterson Klassen Inc 
1712  Pfeffer's Country Market 
1713  Philip's Investment Co 
1714  Phillip Barbatsis 
1715  Phillips Distilling Co 
1716  Philmik Inc 21 
 
1717  Piazza Inc 
1718  Pickwick Inc 
1719  Pier 65 
1720  Pier Group LLC 
1721  Pierson Pizza 
1722  Pine Brook Inn Inc 
1723  Pine Peaks Restaurant 
1724  Pinnacle Food LP 
1725  Pioneer College Caterers Inc 
1726  Pizza Barn 
1727  Pizza Barn of Princeton 
1728  Pizza Express 
1729  Pizza Factory 
1730  Pizza Gregg's Inc 
1731  Pizza Hut 
1732  Pizza Hut Delivery 
1733  Pizza Hut of Anoka 
1734  Pizza Hut of Minnesota Inc 
1735  Pizza Luce II 
1736  Pizza Luce Inc 
1737  Pizza Man 
1738  Pizza Man Inc 
1739  Pizza Man of Anoka Inc 
1740  Pizza Man of Savage 
1741  Pizza On The Parkway Inc 
1742  Pizza Queen Inc 
1743  Pizza Ranch 
1744  Pizza Ranch 
1745  Pizza Ranch of Delano Inc 
1746  Pizza Ranch of Luverne 
1747  Pizza Ranch of Norwood & Young 
1748  Pj Dakota Inc 
1749  Playtime Sports Bar & Ballroom 
1750  Plaza Iga Inc 
1751  Plymouth Liquors Inc 
1752  Pocho Lefftys 
1753  Pohl Food Service Inc & Logo 
1754  Poin Inc 
1755  Point Inc 
1756  Pokegama Resorts LLC 
1757  Polka Dot Dairy Inc 
1758  Pomodoro Inc 
1759  Ponderosa Inn Inc 
1760  Porland Corp 
1761  Port Riverbend Inc 
1762  Portable Feast Inc 
1763  Porterhouse Minnesota Inc 
1764  Positively 3rd Street Bakery 
1765  Poultry & Beef Unlimited Inc 
1766  Povco Inc 
1767  Prairie Bay Restaurant 
1768  Prairie House 
1769  Prairie Potato Co 
1770  Prb Inc 
1771  Premier Food Products Inc 
1772  Premier Kitchen Inc 
1773  Premium Pizza Inc 
1774  Press Bar & Parlor LLC 
1775  Preston I G A Foodliner 
1776  Preston's of Minneapolis Inc 
1777  Pride Engineering Inc 
1778  Pride of Main Street Dairy LLC 
1779  Prime Steak 'n Cake 
1780  Primetime Food & Spirits 
1781  Produce Diversified Services 
1782  Protein Alliance Inc 
1783  Psycho Suzis Motor Lounge LLC 
1784  Pulaski's Palace 
1785  Purple Hawk Restaurant 
1786  Purple Star Inc 
1787  Q B Club Inc 
1788  Q Cumbers Inc 
1789  Q S C Management Inc 
1790  Q S C Management Inc 
1791  Qfs of Minnesota Inc 
1792  Quality Restaurants Inc 
1793  Quarterdeck Resort & Rest 
1794  Queen City Sports Palace 
1795  Quest 2000 Inc 
1796  R & K Johnson Inc 
1797  R & W Food Service Sales Inc 
1798  R B Js Restaurant Inc 
1799  R E B Co Inc 
1800  R Grand Distributing Inc 
1801  R J Riches Inc 
1802  R S V P Inc 22 
 
1803  R W Meats Ltd 
1804  R Z M P Corp 
1805  Rachel Jenson 
1806  Rackner Inc 
1807  Rackner Inc 
1808  Radermachers Foods Inc 
1809  Rainy Lake Beverage Co Inc 
1810  Ranch House Restaurant 
1811  Ranch House Restaurant Inc 
1812  Ranch House Supper Club 
1813  Ranchero Supper Club 
1814  Randts Inc 
1815  Randy Graveley Livestock 
1816  Rashid Corp 
1817  Raymond Ave Cooperative At 
1818  Raymond Avenue Cooperative At 
1819  RB Investments Inc 
1820  RC & K of Nisswa Inc 
1821  Red Apple Cafe 
1822  Red Lake Retail Center 
1823  Red Oak Inn Inc 
1824  Red Rooster Restaurant 
1825  Red Shed Inc 
1826  Red Wing Super Valu Inc 
1827  Redlake IGA 
1828  Reed's Country Market 
1829  Reichel Foods Inc 
1830  Remer Brant Inn 
1831  Restaurant Entertainment Group 
1832  Restaurant Technologies Inc 
1833  Restaurants No Limit Inc 
1834  Results Inc 
1835  Reyam Inc 
1836  Rhr Inc 
1837  RHW Kurth Inc 
1838  Rich Mgt Inc 
1839  Richard's Market 
1840  Richland Organics Inc 
1841  Rick & Wes Clerc 
1842  Rick Kay Corp 
1843  Rick Vansanten 
1844  Rickys Inc 
1845  River City Spirits Ltd 
1846  River Foods Inc 
1847  River Inn Inc 
1848  River Jake's Inc 
1849  River Market Community Coop 
1850  Rjb Inc 
1851  Roadside Restaurants Inc 
1852  Roasted Pear 
1853  Robert D Brownlow 
1854  Robert D Wishy 
1855  Robert Fueling 
1856  Robert Sullivan 
1857  Robert W Turner 
1858  Roberts Off Ten 
1859  Rochelle Johnson 
1860  Rochester Amoco Food Mart 
1861  Rochester Wholesale Fruit Inc 
1862  Rock Creek Cafe Inc 
1863  Rock Dell Co Op Creamery 
1864  Rock Harbor Lodge Ltd 
1865  Rock Nightclub 
1866  Rock-Lin Inc 
1867  Rocko's Pub & Pizza 
1868  Rodney Anderson 
1869  Roger's Wines & Spirits 2 
1870  Rohlfing of Brainerd Inc 
1871  Rohlfing of Duluth Inc 
1872  Roisum Elite Rosium Foods 
1873  Roman Market Inc 
1874  Romano's Macaroni Grill 
1875  Ron Bush 
1876  Ronkin Enterprises Inc 
1877  Ron-Mar Foods Inc 
1878  Rookies Sports Grill & Bar Inc 
1879  Rosbold Enterprises Inc 
1880  Roscoe's Rootbeer & Ribs 
1881  Rose Edin Inc 
1882  Rosemark Bakery Inc 
1883  Rosen's Diversified Inc 
1884  Roster's LLC 
1885  Rothgarn Enterprise Inc 
1886  Rothsay Truckstop & Cafe 
1887  Route 29 Napa Inc 
1888  Rox Inc 23 
 
1889  Royal Oaks Liquors 
1890  Royalston Foods LLC 
1891  Rpf Inc 
1892  Rs Kremer Inc 
1893  Rt Minneapolis 
1894  Rudolph's Barbecue Inc 
1895  Rudy's Redeye Grill 
1896  Rum Runner's Bar & River Grill 
1897  Rumrunners 
1898  Rush 
1899  Rush City Travel Plaza Conoco 
1900  Rush Foods Inc 
1901  Russell-Harris Enterprises Inc 
1902  Ruttles of Mankato Inc 
1903  Rw's Bierstube Inc 
1904  Ryans Stein Haus Inc 
1905  Ryt-Way Industries LLC 
1906  RZMP Corp 
1907  S & N Depot Inc 
1908  S & P Foods Inc 
1909  S & R Quisberg Inc 
1910  S A H Inc 
1911  S C K Redwing Inc 
1912  Saffron Group LLC 
1913  Saint's Commercial Food Svc 
1914  Sakura Restaurant 
1915  Salen Inc 
1916  Sammy's One Stop & Pizza Ranch 
1917  Sammy's Pizza & Restaurant 
1918  Sammy's Pizza Inc 
1919  Sammy's Pizza of Cloquet Inc 
1920  Sandstrom's Inc 
1921  Sandy Judge 
1922  Sandy's Cafe 
1923  Santee Ambers Crossing Inc 
1924  Santos Corp 
1925  Sarrack's International Wines 
1926  Saturday Night Countrylive 
1927  Saunders Foods of Roseville 
1928  Savage Dairy Queen Brazier 
1929  Savik Inc 
1930  Savories LLC 
1931  Savoy Inn & Pizza 
1932  Sawatdee Bar & Cafe 
1933  Sawatdee Inc 
1934  Sawatdee Thai Restaurant 
1935  Schaefer's III Inc 
1936  Scheel Enterprises Inc 
1937  Schiefert Enterprises Inc 
1938  Schmidt C Stores Inc 
1939  Schmidt's Meat Market Inc 
1940  Schmitz Management Co 
1941  Schone's Inc 
1942  Schooner Inc 
1943  Schumacher Wholesale Meats Inc 
1944  Schumann's Bakery & Coffee 
1945  Schwan Food Co 
1946  Scoreboard Inc 
1947  Scoreboard Inc 
1948  Scoreboard Pizza Inc 
1949  Scott Bolles 
1950  Scott Weishair 
1951  Scotty B'S Inc 
1952  Seafood Markets Ltd 
1953  Seasons Restaurant 
1954  Selam Hospitality Service 
1955  Select Food Products Inc 
1956  Seneca Services Inc 
1957  Serum's Good Time Emporium Inc 
1958  Service Distributing Inc 
1959  Service Drivein Inc 
1960  Service Food Market Inc 
1961  Severn Inc 
1962  Seward Community Cafe Inc 
1963  Shakopee Cub Foods 31354 
1964  Shamrock House Inc 
1965  Shirks Pizza Deli Inc 
1966  Shooters Bar & Grill 
1967  Shoreoaks Dairy Queen Inc 
1968  Short Stop Restaurants Inc 
1969  Shuang Hur Oriental Market Inc 
1970  Side Bar & Grill Inc 
1971  Sidelines Sports Grill Ltd 
1972  Signature Classics Inc 
1973  Simek's Inc 
1974  Simona Inc 24 
 
1975  Simper Lowell LLC 
1976  Sisinni Food Services Inc 
1977  Sisseton Super Valu 312 P 
1978  Six Jr Corp 
1979  Sixty 1 Stop 
1980  Skol Inc 
1981  Skorte Inc 
1982  Skyline On Pepin LLC 
1983  Sladek's Super Value 
1984  Slb of Rochester LLC 
1985  Sleepy Eye Auction Market Inc 
1986  Smds Inc 
1987  Sno Pac Foods Inc 
1988  Snuffy's Malt Shop 
1989  Snuffy's Malt Shop 
1990  Sobieski Cooperative Creamery 
1991  Soderquist's Inc 
1992  Soft Touch Car Care of St 
1993  Sol Baja Inc 
1994  Solera Restaurant Holdings LLC 
1995  Solow 
1996  Soul Restaurant & Catering 
1997  South Central Coop 
1998  Southern Minnesota Sugar 
1999  Southern Minnesota Sugar Co-op 
2000  Southshore Investment Inc 
2001  Southside Restaurant 
2002  Southtown C Store 
2003  Southview of Dairy Queen 
2004  Southwest Wholesale Co Inc 
2005  Spalding House Inc 
2006  Spanish Wines Importers, Corp 
2007  Sparboe Agricultural Corp 
2008  Sparkies Cafe Inc 
2009  Special Sales Rfc Corp 
2010  Spectators Grille & Bar 
2011  Spies Inc 
2012  Spirited Cuisine Inc 
2013  Spiros International Imports 
2014  Spiros International Imports 
2015  Spitzley Enterprises Inc 
2016  Spokely Brothers 
2017  Sportsmens Cafe 
2018  SSE Manufacturing Inc 
2019  St Anthony Village Wine 
2020  St Clair Broiler Inc 
2021  St Cloud Meat & Provision Inc 
2022  St Martin Family LLP 
2023  St Mary's Sub Inc 
2024  St Peter Food Cooperative Inc 
2025  St Peter McDonalds 
2026  ST Specialty Foods Inc 
2027  Stadium 
2028  Stanley Family Restaurant 
2029  Staple Food Corp 
2030  Starkovich Distributing Inc 
2031  Starmac Inc 
2032  Station 
2033  Steak Shop Catering Inc 
2034  Steiners Liquor Inc 
2035  Stella's 
2036  Stelling Land & Cattle Inc 
2037  Stephanie's Restaurant 
2038  Stephano's Italian Cuisine 
2039  Stephen's Liquor Store Inc 
2040  Sterling Hospitality Corp 
2041  Steve Hutchens 
2042  Steve Letness 
2043  Steve Marzecka 
2044  Steve O'S Inc 
2045  Steven Fangmeier 
2046  Steve's Meat Market Inc 
2047  Stieglbauer Inc 
2048  Stonybrook Ventures Inc 
2049  Straight Up Unlimited Inc 
2050  Stutzman Group Inc 
2051  Substantial Sandwiches Inc 
2052  Subway 
2053  Subway 
2054  Subway 
2055  Subway 
2056  Subway Northgate 
2057  Subway of Albany 
2058  Subway-Little Falls Inc 
2059  Sue's Roadhouse Inc 
2060  Sugar American Crystal 25 
 
2061  Sumick Inc 
2062  Summit Liquor Inc 
2063  Summit Manor Caterers 
2064  Suncom LLC 
2065  Sunflower Market 
2066  Sunrich Inc 
2067  Sunrich Inc 
2068  Sunrise A G Repair 
2069  Sunrise AG Cooperative 
2070  Sunrise Estates Mobile Home 
2071  Sunsets On Wayzata Bay Inc 
2072  Sunshine Depot 
2073  Sunshine Place Restaurant Inc 
2074  Sunstone Hotel Inc 
2075  Super Market Foods Inc 
2076  Super One Mall 
2077  Superamerica 
2078  Superior Sweeteners Inc 
2079  SUPERVALU Inc 
2080  Supervalue 
2081  Surdyk's Liquor Inc 
2082  Sure Would Inc 
2083  Sushi Avenue Inc 
2084  Suzanne's Cuisine 
2085  Sven & Ole's Inc 
2086  Swan's Cafe 
2087  Swap Inc 
2088  Swedish Inn 
2089  Sweeney's Saloon Inc 
2090  Sweet Delights Inc 
2091  T & K Foods Inc 
2092  T & T Pizza Corp 
2093  T A B of Shakopee Inc 
2094  T H Sladek Co Inc 
2095  T J Brand Steakhouse 
2096  T J Food Ventures 
2097  T J Hooligan Inc 
2098  T J Hooligan's Pop & Grab Inc 
2099  T J'S Food Ventures Inc 
2100  T J'S of Edina 
2101  T Maxwells 
2102  T R Restaurant of Bloomington 
2103  T T N Foods LLC 
2104  Tab Restaurant Inc 
2105  Taco Bell Express 
2106  Taco John's 
2107  Taco John's 
2108  Taco John's 
2109  Taco John's 
2110  Taco John's 
2111  Taco Johns Inc 
2112  Taco John's of Alexandria 
2113  Taco John's of Marshall Inc 
2114  Taco John's of Shakopee Inc 
2115  Tailgate Sports Cafe 
2116  Take One Enterprises Inc 
2117  Tami's On The Avenue 
2118  Target Corp 
2119  Tasty Pizza Inc 
2120  Tauer's Foods Inc 
2121  Tavern On 52 
2122  Tavern On Grand Inc 
2123  Tavern On The Avenue Inc 
2124  Tbi 2 Liquor 
2125  Tbo & Tbo Inc 
2126  Tbtb Inc 
2127  TC&j Enterprises Inc 
2128  Teal's Inc 
2129  Teasource 
2130  Tech Investments Inc 
2131  Templeton Kveton Inc 
2132  Ten Forward Inc 
2133  Ten Mile Lake Resort Inc 
2134  Tersteeg's Inc 
2135  Tfg Inc 
2136  Thao Brothers LLC 
2137  Theresa Torres 
2138  Thielen Meats Inc 
2139  Thomas Lipinski 
2140  Thompson's Fireside Pizza 
2141  Thorpe Distributing Co 
2142  Three Sons Kitchen 
2143  Thrift Way Inc 
2144  Throwbacks Grill & Bar 
2145  Tiburon Restaurants LLC 
2146  Tierney Inc 26 
 
2147  Tiger Sushi 
2148  Tim & Tom's Speedy Market Inc 
2149  Tim Burns 
2150  Timberwolf Inn Restaurant 
2151  Time Out Management Inc 
2152  Time Out Restaurant & Sports 
2153  Times Square Inc 
2154  Timothy's Restaurant At 
2155  Tim's Food Pride 
2156  Tinucci's Catering Banquet's 
2157  Tj's of Luverne Inc 
2158  Tk Restaurant Franc Inc 
2159  Todd Anderson 
2160  Todd Elevators 
2161  Tofte Mangement Co Inc 
2162  Tom Dehaven 
2163  Tom Graff Investments 
2164  Tommar Inc 
2165  Tommy of Grand Rapids LLC 
2166  Tomorrow Foods Inc 
2167  Tom's Food Pride Inc 
2168  Tom'stop Inc 
2169  Tonka Bottle Shop Inc 
2170  Tonka Treats Inc 
2171  Toonen Inc 
2172  Tooty's Pride Inc 
2173  Top 4 Inc 
2174  Topson Inc 
2175  Toreys Inc 
2176  Torgy's Inc 
2177  Torgy's On The Lake Inc 
2178  Tortilleria La Perla 
2179  Total Treats Inc 
2180  Totino's Italian Kitchen Inc 
2181  Touch of Magic, A 
2182  Tow Distributing Corp 
2183  Tower Liquor Inc 
2184  Tower Liquors of Branch Inc 
2185  Town & Country Caterers Inc 
2186  Town & Country Meats 
2187  Town's Edge Restaurant 
2188  Tplp Unlimited Inc 
2189  Trade International Dordrecht 
2190  Trailside 
2191  Trailside Liquors 
2192  Trappers Inn 
2193  Trattoria Da Vinci 
2194  Trbk Inc 
2195  Tree House Eatery & Lounge 
2196  Tri City American Legion 
2197  Tri City Dairy Queens Inc 
2198  Tri City Enterprises Inc 
2199  Tri County Beverage & Supply 
2200  Tri-Star Foods Inc 
2201  TRM Corp 
2202  Trobec Enterprise 
2203  Trotter's Inc 
2204  Trudeau Holdings LLC 
2205  Trumble's Inc 
2206  T-Tommy's Mill Street Grill 
2207  Tucci of Minnesota Inc 
2208  Tuggs Tavern 
2209  Turtle Bread Co 
2210  Turtle's Bar & Grill Inc 
2211  Tuttle Inc 
2212  Tutto Bene Inc 
2213  Twin City Bagel Inc 
2214  Twin City Catering Inc 
2215  Twin City Distributing LLC 
2216  Twin City Poultry Co 
2217  Twin City Produce Supplies Inc 
2218  Twin Town Bowl Inc 
2219  Two Rivers Super Market 
2220  Two Stooges Sports Bar & Grill 
2221  Two Wiseguys Inc 
2222  TWT Landing Inc 
2223  Tyson Warehouse LLC 
2224  U Save Foods 
2225  Ukura Big Dollar 
2226  Uncle Franky's 
2227  Underground 
2228  United Farmers Cooperative 
2229  United Farmers Elevators Inc 
2230  United Noodles Inc 
2231  United States Distilled Prdts 
2232  Upper Deck Grill & Bar Inc 27 
 
2233  Upper Lakes Foods Inc 
2234  Upper Midwest Gourmet 
2235  Urban Entrepreneurs LLC 
2236  Urban Harvest 
2237  Urban Refuge 
2238  Uzzano Pizzeria & Bar 
2239  V & M Grocery & Locker 
2240  Valerie Johnson 
2241  Valley Cheese Inc 
2242  Valley Creamery Association 
2243  Valley Inn Inc 
2244  Valley Supper Club Inc 
2245  Vangillen's Dry Dock Inc 
2246  Veen's Super Value Inc 
2247  Venetian Inn 
2248  Venture West Inc 
2249  Vespa LLC Inc 
2250  Viandar Inc 
2251  Vic's Restaurant 
2252  Victoria House Cuzzy 
2253  Victorias Italian Restaurant 
2254  Victory Grill Bp Inc 
2255  Viking Cafe 
2256  Village Bristo LLC 
2257  Village One Stop Inc 
2258  Village Square Inc 
2259  Village Wok Inc 
2260  Vincent A Restaurant 
2261  Vinocopia Inc 
2262  Vintage Inc 
2263  Virgil Gilyard 
2264  Virginia Foods Inc 
2265  Vitger's Brewhouse 
2266  Von Hanson's Meats Savage 
2267  Voyager Vend Supply Inc 
2268  Voyageur Service Centers Inc 
2269  W A Frost & Co Inc 
2270  W H G Inc 
2271  W K A Inc 
2272  W O W Enterprise 
2273  W W Johnson Meat Co 
2274  W W Will & Sons Inc 
2275  Waconia Spirits Inc 
2276  Wagar Inc 
2277  Wages Inc 
2278  Wagner-Olson & Asso Inc 
2279  Walmont Inc 
2280  Walnut Street Restaurants Inc 
2281  Walter B Sentyrz Jr 
2282  Wampach's Inc 
2283  Wanda Country Steak N Drinks 
2284  Wanigan Corp 
2285  Ward Investments Inc 
2286  Warroad Dairy Queen & Brazier 
2287  Water Inn Street 
2288  Water Tower Brewing Co 
2289  Watlands Inc 
2290  Watson Co Inc 
2291  Waverly Municipal Liquor Store 
2292  Waymouth Farms Inc 
2293  Wayne's Inc 
2294  Wedge Community Co-Op Inc 
2295  Wendwil LLC 
2296  Wendy Weihe Storlie Inc 
2297  Wendy's 
2298  WER Liquors Inc 
2299  Wescott Agriproducts Inc 
2300  West Ashley Dairy 
2301  West Forty of Park Rapids Inc 
2302  West Hospitality Inc 
2303  West Origami 
2304  West Plains Dairy LLC 
2305  West Side Liquor Inc 
2306  Western Consolidated 
2307  Westroms Corner 
2308  Westside Liquor & Smokehouse 
2309  Wheaton Foods Inc 
2310  Wheaton Liquor 
2311  Whistle Binkies 
2312  White Clover Farms 
2313  Whitey's Cafe Inc 
2314  Whole Foods Community Co-Op 
2315  Wholesale Produce Supply LLC 
2316  Wiederholt's Supper Club Inc 
2317  Wild Bohemians Inc 
2318  Wild Tymes Sports Inc 28 
 
2319  Wildside Caterers 
2320  William Klenner 
2321  William Shaw 
2322  Williams Uptown Pub & Peanut 
2323  Willmar Fast Food Enterprises 
2324  Willmar Financial Investment 
2325  Wilson Enterprises Inc 
2326  Windmill Restaurants Inc 
2327  Windtree North 
2328  Wine & Roses Liquor Inc 
2329  Wine Co 
2330  Wingard Farms 
2331  Winona Chartwells State Univ 
2332  Wishing Well Restaurant 
2333  Witt Dohm Properties Inc 
2334  Wonder Store Inc 
2335  Wooden Nickel Inc 
2336  Woodland Food Inc 
2337  Woody's Grille Inc 
2338  Worldwide Fish & Seafood Inc 
2339  Worthington Municipal Liquor 
2340  Wright & Mines Inc 
2341  Wycliff Associates 
2342  Ye Olde Butcher Shoppe of 
2343  Ye Olde Wharf Inc 
2344  Yocum Oil Co Inc 
2345  Z Mart Inc 
2346  Z103 Bar & Grill 
2347  Za Pizzeria 
2348  Zachiea Properties IV Inc 
2349  Zapf Enterprises Limited J Co 
2350  Zeches Institution Supply Inc 
2351  Zelo Inc 
2352  Zeno Cafe 
2353  Ziebell's Hiawatha Foods Inc 
2354  Zipps Liquor Store Inc 
2355  Zorbaz of Pelican Lake 
2356  Zup's Food Market of Cook 
2357  Zup's Kozy Korner Bakery 
 
                                                 
i  Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development    
   http://mwa.deed.state.mn.us/deed/comparemn.aspx 
ii  http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2008/full_list/ 
iii  http://www.manta.com/mb_43_C2_24/food/minnesota 
iv http://www.positivelyminnesota.com/apps/lmi/qcew/IndustryLevel2Select.aspx 
v  http://www.bea.gov/regional/gsp/         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 